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Code of the Sword and Shield

The Sword is my body which is my weapon; the shield is my mind and
that which I use to protect the sword; I shall never use these abilities;
only in defense of myself or other, For this beautiful gift that I have

been given, is given of God.
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COMBA-TAI, AN AMERICAN ORDER OF

KNIGHTS

“Comba-tai, An American Order of Knights,” is an essay on the origins and
evolution of the martial art of Comba-tai, written by Dr. Alonzo M. Jones.  Dr. Jones is
the co-founder of the art of Comba-tai; though, as he explains in this essay, he did not
invent the art, but rather was a catalyst for its excavation, resurgence, and diversification.
It must be acknowledged here that the art of Comba-tai is as much a study of the human
ethos as it is a study of the martial arts.  If the reader is looking for a simplistic retelling
of martial art history, as is available almost anywhere, then you will be greatly surprised,
and perhaps overwhelmed.  The contents to follow transcend the simple boundaries of
martial lore and history to weave a majestic tapestry in which we will face our darkest
prejudices and entertain the most glorious possibilities of human potential.  In this
writing, Dr. Jones explains how Comba-tai, an African based martial art, came to flourish
in the United States.  He traces the lineage of this art and in doing so he incidentally
provides a history lesson that examines the human condition as it relates to both lineage
and what he refers to as “the family of man.”

Allow me to detail my relationship with the author.  I first met Dr. Jones when I
was an eighteen-year-old airman in the United States Air Force, while stationed at Los
Angeles Air Base in California.  Since that time Dr. Jones has been my mentor and
teacher in both the art of Comba-tai and life.  I think that it is necessary to comment on
Dr. Jones’ character, as I have witnessed over the past sixteen years.  I am currently
employed as an elementary school teacher with the Los Angeles Unified School District,
in addition to being ranked as a master in the art of Comba-tai.  I did not get to either of
these positions without a great deal of training and personal cultivation from the hands of
Dr. Jones.  Several of the students in my cohort have also attained high degrees in the art
of Comba-tai and maintain positions of respect in their respective communities.  All of
them would attest to what I say here.  During our initial years, Dr. Jones trained us nearly
every single day, and many times our classes lasted four hours and more.  The training
was intense, both physically and spiritually.  Dr. Jones would push us to our physical
limits of exhaustion, and then finish the class with a lecture on any one of a number of
topics to include character, spirituality, religion, and charity.  Dr. Jones has always felt a
responsibility to prepare his students to properly control and channel the physical gifts he
was providing them.  Dr. Jones did all of this on his own time, outside of his duties with
the United States Air Force, and without compensation or consideration from any
authority, organization, or person.  Even considering the extensive amount of personal
time that Dr. Jones has devoted to his students, he never charged anyone for instruction.
Let me reiterate; Dr. Jones has never charged a student for the exorbitant amount of time
he has given, nor has he charged for anything relating to his teachings, not even a belt
test.  In fact, Dr. Jones has maintained a policy of not accepting any form of
compensation for his teachings, because he believes that he has a gift from God that
should be given freely to any person who shows himself or herself worthy.  I have never
given Dr. Jones a single red cent for anything.  Ever.  Any one of Dr. Jones’ numerous



students can testify to this fact.  So, one must ask the question, what is in it for a man
who dedicates his entire life to people and asks nothing in return?  He is a man of God.  It
is that simple.  Hard to believe in this world of mediocrity and greed, but it is true.  Dr.
Jones does, however, extract a price from his students.  He demands that they find a way
to give back to the community what was given to them.  Even as students we were
expected to give to our community.  We performed (free of charge) at charity and
community events, such as the Boy Scouts of American Scout-a-Rama, Health and
Wellness Fairs and for other community agencies such as churches and schools.

Today, Dr. Jones continues his service to the community on an even grander scale, with
the Office of Juvenile Justice, the Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), with local communities
and schools, and the Nevada Initiative, Ready for Life.  Recently he organized and
supervised the Nevada Attorney Generals Office Program, Project Safe Neighborhoods,
which boasted a 5% recidivism rate according to the Office of Juvenile Justice Best
Practice, Gang Intervention Through Targeted Outreach.

In sum, Dr. Jones believes that Americans have a responsibility to be a blessing
to all the families of the earth in honor of what God has done for us. He believes that it is
critical that we leave an inheritance for American children and children of immigrants
that come to this country.  Dr. Jones is fond of saying; “God placed within America the
founding ideals that ‘all men were created equal and endowed with the rights of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’”  The man and his message are just that simple.

Terry A. L’Anglois
6th Dan, Comba-Tai
Elementary School Teacher, Los Angeles Unified School District



About the Author:

In 1978 Sovereign Grand Master Alonzo M. Jones, a student of a Baptist Minister, The
Grand Royal  Patriarch of our Order, Dr. S. A. Jones, co-developed an ancient
cognitive thinking skill called Comba-Tai. It has proven to be successful in changing
maladaptive behaviors, enhance confidence and ownership of young people.  Most
importantly it seems to enhance creative and critical thinking skills.  In addition to this,
he provided on going encouragement for students to continue to pass the positive
information they received to their students’ which enhanced ownership.  From 1987 to
2000, students of this system taught  Comba-Tai from coast to coast and in 4 countries
(Okinawa, Germany, Japan and Iraq).

One of the key components to this program was that the youth had to maintain a note
book.  They were not given a lot of notes but were encouraged to write their thoughts.
The rationale behind this was that writing ideas/concepts in a notebook helps youth
engage their Reticular Activating System (RAS). The RAS keeps the brain alert to the
messages it has been given. Writing it down causes the RAS to send this positive
message to the Cerebral Cortex; this affirms it in our consciousness. This will cause the
child or adult to focus on the message in the mist of negatives messages allowing the
youth to become “Over comers.”

In 2002 this concept entered mainstream America in a youth program in Nevada called
Project H.Y.P.E. where HBO comedian Lou Collins, UNLV Director Juile Joyce,
University of Tuskegee Graduate Tarmarko Glasper and USA Olympic Boxing Coach
Gabriel Tellez were exposed to the concepts and philosophies of Comba-Tai and using
their own creativity passed it on to 300 youth with outstanding results:

• Increase students' perceptions of competence and self-worth

• Improve participant identification with positive roles

• Reduce disciplinary actions in school

• Improve participants' communication and refusal skills

• Increase knowledge of and negative attitudes about substance abuse and violence

• Increase community involvement in promoting the healthy development of youth and

the valuing of their place in society



RICHARD STEELE BOXING CLUB

Left to Right: Ramont Williams, Senator Harry Reid, Dr. Alonzo M. Jones
 and Richard Steele

  Like wise Richard Steele (the Boxing Hall of Fame Referee) use these concepts in his
administration of youth programming at the Richard Steele Boxing Gymnasium.  Due to
the phenomenal results of this program, “The Richard Steele Youth Program” recently
received $100,000.00 in support for his efforts from Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid.
Today many of the youth in this system are currently giving back to the community.  The
strategies of these concepts were further solidified by a Youth Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder study conducted by Dr. Alonzo M. Jones and approved by Dr. Jessica Hamblen,
Associate Director of Research and Education of The National Center for PTSD through
the Hitchcock Foundation at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center and Dr. Kenneth
Fletcher, Associate Professor of Psychiatry University of Massachusetts Medical School.
This study concluded that the intense prevention and intervention efforts by the youth
advocates of Project H.Y.P.E. was critical in changing the maladaptive norms of
disenfranchised communities experiencing traumatic events.

Deaneli Cazola, USA-Boxing Silver Medalist
 http://www.reviewjournal.com/lvrj_home/2003/Nov-11-Tue-2003/giving/22490382.html

Monaco Middle School Project

Dr. Maria Charez of the Las Vegas Clark County School District requested the help of
this concept to curb the drop out rate and assist youth in elevating their GPA in 2001.



Because of the success of this program Monaco Middle School has continued to use it’s
strategies through 2006.  March 2, 2004, 8th Grade Counselor Susan Danner commented:
“Dr. Jones along with the entire Nevada Partners staff has been instrumental in
motivating our students to work establish their goals and reach for their dreams.  We, at
Monaco Middle School, are fortunate to have formed this partnership with Nevada
Partners.  Our students have benefited greatly from the Nevada Partners H.Y.P.E.
program and we, at Monaco Middle School, are grateful for all the excellent services
Nevada Partners has provided to make a difference in the lives of our students.”

Attorney Generals Office; Project Safe Neighborhoods

Mr. Gerry Simon the Head of the OJJDP Gang Task Force office utilized the Comba-Tai
cognitive restructuring concept with a former Gang Leader, Ramont Williams
(http://www.kvbc.com/Global/story.asp?S=3870813) , in the Gang Intervention through
Targeted Outreach best practice in conjunction with the Attorney Generals Office
National program Project Safe Neighborhood.   The former gang leader was recently
published in Las Vegas weekly.   During the first year1/2, this program received 230
adjudicated youth.  Project Safe Neighborhoods achieved a 5% recidivism rate according
to the Office of juvenile Justice, which contributed to the Southern Nevada Gang Task
Force being rated in 2005 as the best Gang Task Force in the Nation. Today, states
around the nation are asking for the formulas that made this program successful.

The REAL Program Office of Juvenile Justice

The executive director of the Restitution Earned, Accountability Learned program, Mr.
Cedric Cole, testified that youth going through this program that acquired employment
stayed employed and did not return to the Juvenile Justice System.

Leadership and Resiliency Program

To further enhance the Comba-Tai system, it was partnered with the clinical prevention
program Leadership and Resiliency.  In addition, an experience youth programmer,
Stavan Corbett was hired and taught the Comba-Tai cognitive restructuring development
concepts along with the Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration  best practice Leadership and Resiliency. A
recent “Communities In School” youth focus group on the Nevada drop out rate best
identifies Dr. Jones success as a youth programmer in this system. His students testified

 



that they would stay in school if they were paired with caring adults in such a positive
curriculum.

Preface:

As for the "Ethiopian" thing-while 1855 was certainly-and conveniently-a year of strife in the region, for
internal as well as external reasons, and would certainly have led to emigration being a choice for some,
and while the United States may well have been a more desirable destination for such a person than say,



Morocco or Canada or Great Britain, one would think that a Christian knight, a warrior trained in a 6,000
year old tradition, would have had the good sense to settle in the northeast, where he'd have been a free
man, or in the west, where there was ample opportunity and land for the taking, and not in the south, where
he had to hide as an outlaw.
__________________
Mr. Critic

This is a very good question and serves as the foundation to answer all other questions
that may arise from our system of universal nobility.  I believe the question is
honest—while rather antagonistic—but straight and to the point.  But before I can answer
this question of history, I must first preference our statement by stating our anti-racial
position. I do this because as the family head grandmaster (sokemylemu) of our Comba-
Tai “multi ethnic” nation, I think it is important that the youth understand our position.
Many of you that know me understand that I have long avoided racial issues because the
very word race comes to us from a faulty philosophy. Inherent to this philosophy is a
class system based on the positions of the so called race philosophy that purports
branches of mankind are supposedly philosophically running in some “Race.”

  Race really amounts to an unsubstantiated sociological embellishment; however in our
free society people are free to construct what ever they wish.  Hitler was free to think in
this manner as outlined in his book “Mein Kampf.”  He said that `permanent struggle is
the law of life,' and struggle between “a superior race” and “an inferior one” brings “an
evolutionary higher stage.” (Hitler A., "Mein Kampf", 1939, pp239-240, 242, in Bird W.
R., "The Origin of Species Revisited", Regency: Nashville TN, 1991, Vol. II, p227).

Of course, in this statement, Hitler simply quotes Nietzsche’s Idea of a Superman
("ubermensch" = literally "overman) that would one day conquers the world.

Fredrick Nietzche said of the Superman philosophy:

" Superman is constantly changing and in a state of rebirth and growth. He determines
what is good and what is evil, not allowing religion or society to determine these things
for him. The Superman finds his happiness in this way. He uses a reason that is
independent of the modern values of society or religion. He determines his own values.
…The Superman does not pity or tolerate the weak. He feels that human compassion is
the greatest weakness of all because it allows the weak to restrict the growth of the
strong.”

Likewise Hitler was influenced by Charles Darwin in his Origin of Species:

"I could show fight on natural selection having done and doing more for the progress of
civilization than you seem inclined to admit. Remember what risk the nations of Europe
ran, not so many centuries ago, of being overwhelmed by the Turks, and how ridiculous
such an idea now is! The more civilized so-called Caucasian races have beaten the
Turkish hollow in the struggle for existence. Looking to the world at no very distant date,



what an endless number of the lower races will have been eliminated by the higher
civilized races throughout the world. "

“At the present day civilized nations are everywhere supplanting barbarous nations,
excepting where the climate opposes a deadly barrier; and they succeeded mainly,
though not exclusively through their arts, which are the products of the intellect. It is
therefore highly probable that with mankind the intellectual faculties have been
gradually perfected through natural selection; and this conclusion is sufficient for our
purposes."

Let us also look at the book, “The Descent of Man”  by Charles Darwin:

At some future period not very distant as measured by centuries, the civilized races of
man will almost certainly exterminate and replace the savage races throughout the world.
At the same time the anthropomorphous apes...will no doubt be exterminated. The break
between man and his nearest Allies will then be wider, for it will intervene between man
in a more civilized state, as we may hope, even than the Caucasian, and some ape as low
as the baboon, instead of as now between the Negro or Australian and the gorilla (1874,
p. 178).

As you can see Race is a learned allusion, devised by men who are more comfortable
dealing with fantasy, rather than fact.  Charles Darwin’s original theory of Evolution was
based on a misguided idea that a certain species had out run the rest of mankind in the
dynamics of physical and intellectual superiority.  In other words they believed that
Europeans had out distanced the human race in terms of civilization.  It was fantasized
that the Europeans had for the most part evolved into a greater being (Superman).

So profound and operative was Nietzsche philosophy and Darwinian science upon Hitler,
that it provided the conceptual framework for his demagogical onslaught to obliterate the
weak and inferior of this world. That being done, he would establish the supremacy of the
"superman" in an unobstructed and dominant role. Hitler also personally presented a copy
of Nietzsche works to Benito Mussolini." (Zacharias R.K., "A Shattered Visage: The
Real Face of Atheism", Baker: Grand Rapids MI, 1990, pp17-18)

Clearly, race is the conception of faulty thinking.  Hence, we see any argument that
centers on race to be illogical because the foundation is based on a self absorbed ego.
Hence, our work can not be fairly listed under Afrocentrism nor Eurocentrism or any
racial centrist belief.  We do not see the Africa Continent as a race but as a place that has
all types of human inhabitants.  While humans have engaged in changes to adapt to the
environment they happen to be living in (called necessary adaptations processes), we
would not say mankind is a different species because his nose, hair or skin slightly
differs. Genetically man is the same species and therefore the same race; man only differs
genetically because of his adaptations to environment.



We as Knights of the Royal Order of the Sword and Shield are called to be defenders of
the weak, so any notion of Superman for us, must be rejected at all cost; regardless of
what others may say.  When we consider that the strength of man is based on his
emotional intelligence and his emotional intelligence can not evolve without the
emotional connection to others, be they weak or strong, we must then see that our
best interest is in the philosophy that “the strong must bear the infirmities of the
weak.  This is the science of love. Hence, we must respect all cultures and people.
Comba-Tai as a Royal Order was chosen to “heal the brokenhearted, to proclaim release
to the captives, recovering of sight to the blind, to deliver those who are crushed.” In this
light we must do good to those that despitefully use us as well, for even our enemies are
our responsibility.   It is from this vantage point alone that we confidently answer
questions and give a fair account of our history from the perspective of monogenesis.

Ok… now that we’ve cleared up our position on race; let’s begin by re-stating and
answering the first question:

“As for the "Ethiopian" thing-while 1855 was certainly-and conveniently-a year of strife in the
region, for internal as well as external reasons, and would certainly have led to emigration being a
choice for some, and while the United States may well have been a more desirable destination for
such a person than say, Morocco or Canada or Great Britain, one would think that a Christian
knight, a warrior trained in a 6,000 year old tradition, would have had the good sense to settle in the
northeast, where he'd have been a free man, or in the west, where there was ample opportunity and
land for the taking, and not in the south, where he had to hide as an outlaw.”

  I can answer the question by simply saying until modern times, a vast majority of the
Ethiopians were not seen as Negroid, but "non-black" Caucasoid group or of Jewish
decent.  In some respects their facial features and color, could have assisted them in
passing for Indians or even dark Mediterranean’s; Haile Selassie (the house of Shewa) is
a good example of an Indian or Mediterranean look among Ethiopians.  Also, anyone
exhibiting Negroid characteristics that immigrated to America with them could have been
passed off as a slave for their own protection.

It seems to me that this notion probably changed amongst a group of confederates after
the civil war bearing in mind the U.S. Confederate officers recruited to assist the
Egyptian government in subduing the Ethiopians in 1855.  While the Ethiopian armies of
King John crushed Egyptian armies lead by confederate officers, it is obvious they
enlisted in the war believing their supremacy—perhaps just in war--over the Ethiopian
people. Yet, this is not all together the case even until modern times.  For instance, Queen
Elizabeth of England considered Haile Sellassie a relative from the Royal House of David.



His Imperial Majesty, Haile Sellassie with Queen Elizabeth II waving to the crowds that welcomed
him on the occasion of his state visit to the United Kingdom in 1958.

National Geographic’s in 1931 during the coronation of  Haile Selassie  listed Ethiopians
as a Caucasian race, especially after they defeat  Mussolini’s forces from Italy. Yes, there
was, and continues to be debates concerning the so-called race of the Ethiopians.

Even if their race was confused, we do know there were free populations of African
Americans in Mississippi during the antebellum period and after. Although history seems
to imply that free populations of African Americans in Mississippi were limited. In this
regard, my grandfather argued that a true census was never conducted in the many
maroons of Jones County until 1898. At the time he was two years old and his
grandfather and grandmother (Georgis Waran and Emma Waran) were listed as; race
unknown.

The maroons of Jones County were bands of runaways who formed small, armed outlaw
communities, daring enough to raid local plantations and determined to fight for their
freedom. Ethiopian immigrants would probably have been readily directed and welcomed
into such communities.  Perhaps they were freely welcomed into the maroon because of
their ability to move freely in and out of mainstream populations.  Although one theory
that explained their reasons for coming to a maroon might be because it was a good area
to hide treasure of some sort. In fact, he said to me that there was a story that gold was
hidden on the property.  He told me that on one expedition he dug for it, but found “gold
water” that rushed into hole he was in.  My grandfather never attempted another dig,
although as a boy I wanted to go with him and dig again because I thought it would be
fun…but we never did.  The poignant idea of buried treasure is often just that, fun to
think about!

Unfortunately very little is known about the inner workings of the reasons for the
migrations of the Ethiopian and their Nubian counterparts arriving in Mississippi. But
according to Oral tradition it had something to do with the legendary “Free State of
Jones.” The county my great grandfather and great, great grandfather settled in was the
“Free State of Jones,” I will talk about this further in my paper.  The preceding are only
conjectures and theories; however what is known is that my grandfather passionately
proclaimed:



“When we came to America we were not slaves, we had our own money and were able to
buy our own land and they did not teach us about Christianity…we were Christians when
we came here. And thus, as heirs to the seed of Abraham, we are to be a blessing to all
the families of the earth.”

I wrote this paper during Christmas of 2005, because to the casual observer, one cannot
deny that Comba-Tai has been a blessing to many. From this firm foundation we begin
our story.

IV.
Introduction



"In you shall all families of the earth be blessed."

“I'm super impressed with the strength of the foundation of the Combat Academy!”

--Master Julio Garcia, Practitioner of Shaolin Mantis,
Former body guard of Fidel Castro of the Elite Cuban Special Forces.

For over two _ decades I have taught a military arts concept that was handed down to me
as a cultural lineage and tradition by my mentor and grandfather, Rev. Dr. Samuel Adams
Jones in New Orleans, Louisiana.  He told me that our family was not taught Christianity
by missionaries but that we were Christians when we arrived on the shores of North
America. This statement pointed to our Nubian and Ethiopian heritage and while today
we are not Monophosites as the Ethiopian Coptic Church, but we still hold the belief that
we were heirs according to the promise of Abraham, in that we would be the seed that
would develop into a blessing to all the families of the earth.  Certainly, Comba-Tai has
been a blessing to Christian, Muslim, Jew, Hindu and Buddhist families.  Comba-Tai has
been a blessing to those of European, African, Asian, and Native American decent as
well as people of Latin American decent.  Dr. S.A. Jones told me as a boy that our faith
was based on our love behavior to everybody.

Dr. S.A. Jones was a Baptist minister and as such believed that our Christian heritage was
to be a blessing to all the families of earth.   My grandfather believed that a person should
always refine and make things better than they found them. So while I cherished the
military arts concepts of my grandfather, I also became interested in understanding and
learning other effective warrior concepts and philosophies.  When I came to live with my
mother in South Central Los Angeles in the 1970’s, I experienced a wealth of martial arts
knowledge and fabulous martial art instructors that captured my imagination.  I begin to
pass on my inheritance of discipline and pro-social skills to youth in our community.  As
you might imagine in South Central Los Angeles, I had to use my combative skills to
defend myself everyday in the battle-hardened streets of   Los Angeles from about 1974
to 1981. In my travels back and forth from New Orleans to Los Angles, I was introduced
to various martial art instructors. Two of my most prominent instructors were Randy
Banks and Benny Durante .  Randy Banks was a former Marine, and was a kempo,
boxing and weapons instructor.

He also had a friend that arrived in the United States from Brazil, his name was  Benny
Durante, a  Capoeira  fighter. At this time most people were unbelieving of my stories of
a martial art from Africa, so, back then I was leery of talking about my warrior African
Heritage (after all, I was just a boy).  At this time Master Randy Banks and Benny
Durante disagreed and told me that it was my responsibility to disseminate the
information given me by my grandfather regardless of the racism of my day.  I never
forgot their encouragement and began teaching about 35 youth in my neighborhood on
1511 Saint Andrews between Pico Blvd and Vince Blvd in 1978. In fact during this time
I organize an amateur film project in the neighborhood called “Strike of the Cobra,”
utilizing my students.



 During this epoch in Los Angeles history, fighting was a favorite pass time in the South
Central Las Angeles community, which also included gang banging American youth in
disenfranchised communities who had nothing better to do. At this time shooting was not
as pervasive as hand-to-hand combat.  Thus, between the altercations of the Rolling 30’s
Crips, Rolling 60’s Crips and Pirues Gang and other thugs in the this inner-city, I was
indoctrinated into  street fighting life.   Comba-Tai was further developed after I joined
the Air Force and experienced the “Blood & Guts” martial arts in Texas in 1981 and in
the Pacific in 1983.  My experiences in the Air Force inspired our eclectic system which
encompassed warrior concepts from around the world.  While we have a current history,
I’ve always maintained that what we today call Comba-Tai, has a 6,000 year old royal
warrior tradition.  Our critics have maintained this is a marketing and supremacy ploy.
On the contrary, my critic’s charges are completely unfounded on our history.  Case in
point: from my first class in 1978 to the present, I’ve never charged one penny for
teaching.  Lastly, I’ve always included all people everywhere in our lineage as long as
they support our mission of peace and productive love for all.  But I understand some
people are frustrated by the notion of a six thousand year old martial art from the Dark
Continent.

 Is there evidence to support the theory that Comba-Tai can be traced in history for
6,000 years?

Let me explain that by saying Comba-Tai is a 6,000 year old tradition does not mean that
every technique in our arsenal is as it was 6,000 years ago. Also, may I say that Ancient
does not imply that we have a better system of combat.  If ancient implied better, the
Bow and Arrow would be superior to the tank.  Today Karate practice in America looks
different than say Karate in America in the 1960’s.  However we could say that  Karate in
America today—while not formally—has directly descended from traditions in Japan,
Korea, Okinawa and China.  Especially when we consider bowing, Uniforms, Kia, etc.
can be traced to Asian traditions.  While some karate and kung fu practitioners have lost
the names and even meanings of techniques and in some cases the art itself; yet they’ve
honestly descended from a particular or conglomeration of Asian martial arts systems.
However we do boldly claim that some of our techniques have been handed down from
teacher to student for 6,000 years.  The easiest way to trace this line of decent for me was
through a six thousand year lineage of nobility and combat.

6,000 years ago boxing and perhaps wrestling and stick fighting existed in Africa.
The boxing I originally learned from my grandfather was a sword and shield art.  The
lead hand blocks and parries were reminiscent of a shield while the rear hand was used to
shut the opponent down as the sword was designed to do in ancient Egypt, Kush and later
in Rome before boxing went underground and resurfaced in England. The Lead hand or
shield could strike as well as the rear had could parry and strike; reminiscent of sword
techniques.  While this training was effective it was not well suited for amateur boxing,
thus when I began to train with the Air Force Boxing Team at Kelly Air Force Base, it
caused me to change some of the boxing strategies I would teach to later generation of
Comba-Tai students.



Ethiopian traditions of Knights using the sword and shield suggests that the Ethiopian
Knights of Saint Anthony are traced to the Nubian Knights established at Meroe by King
John; the order allegedly later extended into Ethiopia. The Comba-Tai concept of the
Sword and Shield comes from this lineage through Dr. S.A. Jones, a descendent of  Ras
Yakub (James Marshal) and Gerogis Waran (George Warren) who were Knights of Saint
Anthony Defenders of the Ark of the Covenant during the Zamana Masafent (more will
be said on this later).  It is very interesting that in 1949 the Nuba stick fighters engaged in
a very popular community sport where the fighters carried sticks reminiscent of swords in
the right hand and shields in the left hand. However sword and shield fighting is often
seen in current African boxing.

Edward Powe, notes “We also see this type of play in modern Africa with the ‘Dambe’.
Dambe, a word in the Hausa language which is used across much of northern Nigeria, is
an ancient form of boxing traditionally practiced among the Hausa, originally by
butchers.”

Dambe is an especially rugged string art utilizing fists, feet and head.  The origins of
Dambe are lost in antiquity, but after seeing the writings of the historian, Dr. Edward
Powe, I am convinced of his words, “the single bound fist and salute in dambe…bears
a remarkable resemblance to images of Egyptian boxers of the classical period.”

“Unlike other forms of boxing, the Dambe boxer punches with only one fist which is
tightly bound up to the wrist with a rough twine, often leaving cuts as well as bruises
on his opponents head. The other hand is left free to be used to parry blows and for
balance, like a fencer. Feet and legs can also be used to kick. Everything happens
fast. Traditionally, the Dambe fights were staged at harvest time.” (See picture:
http://www.martial-arts.ca/Danbe/flash_detected.html)

Hundreds of Pictures can be found on the Tombs of Baqet III, Khety and Amendemhat’s
tombs going back to about 2800 B.C.   We know that these ancient forms of boxing
probably also included wrestling.  Many forms of martial arts with African decent have
some form of wrestling.  In fact there are various types of boxing in Africa that most
assuredly have ancient ancestors.  Bracelet boxing, accomplished by the Nuba and Kano,
is a type of boxing practiced by the Africans in Northern Nigeria.  A combination of
boxing and wrestling is a favorite sport in Senegal.  The Bantu people also engage in
boxing and wrestling. Arguably, it could be said that Greek boxing--which included
wrestling--originated in Africa.

Boxing with fists was a sport in Ethiopia 6,000 years ago and it spread to Egypt and
eventually throughout the Mediterranean area. Hieroglyphic evidence dating to 4000 BC
reveals the spread of the newly developed sport throughout the Nile Valley to Egypt,
where it was introduced after a series of successful Egyptian campaigns in Ethiopia.

Ancient Crete also engaged a boxing type sport that I’ve argued did not develop
independently.  When we research trade routs and interactions among humans we find
that seldom is anything developed independently.  Some of the earliest archeological



evidence presented by J. Desmond Clark and Clark Howell professor’s emeriti of
anthropology at UC Berkeley and among the most respected anthropologists working in
Africa during the past century suggests that boxing was prevalent in North Africa during
4000 BC and later in the Mediterranean in 1500 BC.  It’s also interesting that similar
boxing gloves were worn in Ancient Africa and ancient Greece. Greek boxers tied thongs
of soft leather around their fists and wrists.  This was more to protect their own hands
than to protect their opponents. Coincidently this was exactly the context of Egyptian
Boxing.  The Egyptian gloves were leather and covered the arm to the elbow.  Is it a
coincidence that a fresco  found within the Minoan ruins of a private house on the island
of Crete, near Greece depict two men of the ancient city of Knossos boxing with leather
gloves that cover the arm to the elbow.

Moreover it was said the boxing ring was developed in Egypt; Murals of ancient Egypt
show "rings" that were either circular or squared, in Greece it was said that the ring was
merely the circle of spectators.  Some might say coincidence, but I ask you to review the
statement above, i.e. “When we research trade routs and interactions among humans we
find that seldom is anything developed independently.” The ancients did not have time to
reinvent the wheel!!!

When we view Greek literature concerning boxing that illustrates foot work and tactics
along with swinging blows; Greek boxing appears to mirror the boxing of ancient Egypt.
We know that according to Scholiast on Pindar, in 900 B.C. Theseus, son the Greek
monarch Aegeus, introduced boxing to his soldiers. The men would wrap their hands in
leather (the same as Egyptians), sit on large stones in the hot sun, and pound each other to
death.  My contention here is that Theseus did not invent boxing, but introduced what
was given to him. Again I will say the ancients did not have time to reinvent the wheel.
If something worked for their survival they would use it.  The social psychology of
Ancient cultures is based on survival.

Arguably Greeks borrowed some of the elements of its civilization from Egypt, even
elements as sacred as the names of the Greek Gods. In his Histories, Herodotus states;

"The names of nearly all the Gods came to Greece from
Egypt. I know from the inquiries I have made that they
have come from abroad, and it seems most likely that it
was from Egypt, for the names of all the Gods have been
known in Egypt from the beginning of time."

In Greece, boxing was known as “Pygmahia” or “fistfighting.”  The ancient Greeks
asserted that the sport was invented by Apollo, the sun god. Apollos also engaged in
sporting like matches, which ended in death, as in the case of the first world Champion
Prince Forvanta. In the first Boxing Championship of the World he is supposed to have
challenged Apollo, of course this ended up in death. It was not uncommon for a match in
Ancient Egypt to end up in the death of the opponent.  I think it logically follows that the
allusion to a sport in Ancient Greece certainly seems to have a connection to the Sport in
Ancient Egypt.



It is also interesting that Herodotus connected Apollo with the Egyptian god Horus, also
associated with the sun who slew Typhon - Python? Every phase of character in which
Apollo appears, especially as represented by Homer, can be identified as pertaining to the
male moon-god in Egypt.   In these natural phenomena, there is a common source, or
foundation, to which the functions and attributes of Apollo and Taht (or the lunar Horus)
can be referred, and by which the characters may be satisfactorily explained. The
relationships of Apollo to Zeus, are exactly like those of Taht to Osiris, the supreme
being. It is Taht who gives the Ma-Kheru, or Word of Truth, to the sun-god himself. As
representative of Ra, his lunar logos, his light in the darkness, he is the Word whose
promise is fulfilled and made truth by the Supreme Being, the sun that vivifies and
verifies for ever. By his Word, he drives the enemies from the solar horizon, the insurgent
powers of darkness which are fighting eternally against Ra.

 This is the character of Apollo as the defender of heaven against every assault. So if in
fact Apollo was among the Egyptian gods that migrated out of Egypt, could we also say
the migration of gods from Egypt in Herodotus testimony illustrated quite aptly, that
Egyptian culture drastically influenced Greece. Could this also mean boxing?  Ummmh.

Before I go on I must address the very well written work “Not Out of Africa: How
Afrocentrism Became an Excuse to Teach Myth As History” by Mary Lefkowitz.  Dr.
Mary Lefkowitz asserts that the nation of Greece was an Island that was not greatly
affected by Egypt.  She garnered this type of isolationist notion based on her scholarship,
which supposedly allows her to cross reference Egyptian Knowledge with Hellenistic
Knowledge. However some people pursed the meaning of history based on the pursuit of
meaning that followed specified principles of interpretation to discover what the text
says.  The conclusions are generally ascertained from a collaboration of the evidence.
This is often referred to as hermeneutics.   However there are other approaches that do
not focus on discovering what a text means but rather on how meaning is deployed or
subverted.  I believe this effects interpretations based on omitting peripheral text’s
criticism.  In my humble opinion, this is the error of Dr. Lefkowitz.

I would agree that myth can not be taught as history—this was never a sound
strategy—however all scholars/historians must use a collaboration of the evidence to
arrive at our conclusion.  Myth has often reveled deep truths about history and human
understanding.  Offered as a case in point, we know that many gods were simply deified
men and nothing more.  One case in point is an ancient Egyptian story of medicine; when
Osiris cured his father Amern-Ra of a headache.  It must reasonable follow that Osiris
need not have done this if Amern-Ra was actually the Sun.  I will say here that many men
were exalted into godhood by other men because of the legends of their deeds; remember
that even while living, a man could be defied.  This was certainly the case of monarchs of
many ancient cultures.  One Egyptian Parable says;

“gods are immortal men, and men are mortal gods.”

Scholars past and present said Egyptian mythology seemed to be an allegorical
interpretation of historical events or natural phenomena to the masses who were not



capable of grasping entire truth.  Some have even asserted that mythology was a clumsy
telling of literal truth.  Dr. S.A. Jones taught me that history seems to imply that near
eastern societies engaged heavily in the diffusion of ideas.  Some scholars have called it
theft, but the ancients looked at it from a position of survival. Case in point: Based on my
research I’ve often taught that Greeks scholars went to Africa, to the country of Egypt, to
study what the Greeks called the “Mystery System.” While this is debatable, it is well
known that philosophers such as Plato, Socrates and Aristotle believed that Africa was
the cradle of most of their learning and thought.  Plato announced that the great lawgivers
such as Lykourgos, Solon and Pythagoras were the recipients of Egyptian knowledge.
Aristotle was a student of Plato; but, he also studied under Eudoxos of Knidos a great
mathematician and Astronomer who spent time in Egypt studying with the priest
scholars.  The literary masterpiece written by Plato, called Plato’s Republic, was thought
by people of his time to have been plagiarized from Egyptian sources.

 The Mystery System is thought by some scholars to have been highly guarded
information, privileged only to secret African societies.   I again I reiterate that Herodotus
(485-425 B.C.) said at the height of the classical civilization of Greece; many of their
famous scholars contend that almost all the names of the gods were brought into Greece
from Egypt. Again, could this statement illustrate that Egyptian culture influenced
Greece.  Of course it does … to what degree, is the question.  Scholars past and present
said Egyptian mythology seemed to be an allegorical interpretation of historical events or
natural phenomena to the masses who were not capable of grasping entire truth.  Some
have even asserted that mythology was a clumsy telling of literal truth.  These views were
held by Greek euhemerists; men like N. Freret, Abbe Banier, and Charles Francois
Dupuis.  However, I believe that these elaborate mythological stories were told in the
interest of national defense, probably developed by Pharaohs to keep secrets secured
from outsiders.  Is the theory of hidden knowledge conjecture?

Sir Isaac Newton was convinced of the ancient’s hidden knowledge.  He seemed to be
convinced that some Greek knowledge was influenced by Egypt—how true this was is a
matter of conjecture.  However Newton seems to believe—if only minimally—the
Egyptian culture influenced the Greeks:

"It was the ancient opinion of not a few, in the earliest ages of philosophy, that the fixed
stars stood immovable in the highest parts of the world; that under the fixed stars the
planets were carried about the sun; that the earth, as one of the planets, described an
annual course about the sun, while by a diurnal motion it was in the meantime revolved
about its own axis; and that the sun, as the common fire which served to warm the whole,
was fixed in the centre of the universe.  This was the philosophy taught of old by
Philolaus, Aristarchus of Samos, Plato in his riper years, and the whole sect of the
Pythagoreans; and this was the judgment of Anaximander, more ancient still; and of that
wise king of the Romans, Numa Pompilius, who, as a symbol of the figure of the world
with the sun in the centre, erected a round temple in honor of Vesta, and ordained
perpetual fire to be kept in the middle of it.



The Egyptians were early observers of the heavens; and from them, probably, this
philosophy was spread abroad among other nations; for from them it was, and the
nations about them, that the Greeks, a people more addicted to the study of philology
than of Nature, derived their first, as well as soundest, notions of philosophy; and in the
Vestal ceremonies we may yet trace the ancient spirit of the Egyptians; for it was their
way to deliver their mysteries, that is, their philosophy of things above the common way
of thinking, under the veil of religious rites and hieroglyphic symbols.  It is not to be
denied that Anaxagoras, Democritus, and others, did now and then start up, who would
have it that the earth possessed the centre of the world, and that the stars were revolved
towards the west about the earth quiescent in the centre, some at a swifter, others at a
slower rate.  However, it was agreed on both sides that the motions of the celestial bodies
were performed in spaces altogether free and void of resistance.  The whim of solid orbs
was of a later date, introduced by Eudoxus, Calippus, and Aristotle, when the ancient
philosophy began to decline, and to give place to the new prevailing fictions of the
Greeks.”  (Ttranslated by Andrew Motte, appended to the Motte and Cajori translation of
the Principia, p. 549-550.)

I could rest my case here by suggesting diffusion of religious belief, because the
monogenesis of civilization can often be traced back to the similarities in many cultures.
Men that have transferred their knowledge on to others, devise all religious systems. So
Herodotus’ allusion to gods being brought out of one land into another is simply an
introduction to the process of the transference of culture, thoughts and ideologies.

Herodotus also states in his histories, VI.55, “How it happened that Egyptians came to
the Peloponnese, and what they did to make themselves kings in that part of Greece, has
been chronicled by other writers…” Did the Greeks steal from the Egyptians?  Again I
think this debate is best explained by military men and martial artist.  We realize that
survival is about using what works and sometimes what works comes with cultural
ideologies.

The bull cults of Cretan palaces also appear on many palaces of the Greeks; this seems to
be related to the succession of Upper Egypt during the times of Menes (thought to be a
Kushite Pharaoh).  The Pharaohs of this time shared the name Menthotpe in which their
divine patron was the Hawk and Bull god.  This suggest that Cretan developmental
influences, was the result in someway of the rise of the Egyptian middle Kingdom.

In terms of Combat, we can look at Spartan youths who were required to learn a dance
that mimicked life like fighting called phyrrhic dance.  Of course war like dances was
also practiced in Egypt as a way of telling war stories.

Before I go on, I am asked to answer the question of whether the Egyptians were black.
This question can not be answered since I could not say whether the Egyptians were
brown, red, dark red, light brown or black…who cares about that? When talking about
human developments and civilization, I understand geographical designations; however,
the color argument is inherently racist and beyond our concern.



 I can however attest to their geographical origins which gives us some since of who they
influenced and were influenced by.  Egyptians were seen as African, and this character
was associated with their cultural practices.  Giants in Egyptian scholarship such as;
Champollion, Comte de, Volney and others have referred to Upper Egypt or Kush as the
source of Egyptian civilization.  Egyptian Scholar Ian Shaw wrote in The Oxford History
of Ancient Egypt:

 “From Petrie onwards, it was regularly suggested that, despite the evidence of
predynastic cultures, Egyptian civilization of the 1st Dynasty appeared suddenly and must
therefore have been introduced by an invading foreign ‘race’. Since the 1970’s, however,
excavations at Abydos and Hierakonpolis have clearly demonstrated the indigenous,
Upper Egyptian roots of early civilization in Egypt.  While there is certainly evidence of
foreign contact in the fourth millennium B.C., this was not in the form of a military
invasion.”  He further states, “Although there is certainly evidence of foreign contact in
the fourth millennium BC, the Early Dynastic state that emerged in Egypt was unique and
indigenous in character…”

Also he says that the early name of predynastic Egypt is Nubt (city of gold) this is the
same word that Nubia is derived.   Although Ian Shaw does counter the claims of Bruce
Williams of the University of Chicago who examined artifacts uncovered in the land of
Nubia, which found that the Nubians used the same symbols of royalty identical to the
single white crown common to royalty in Egypt, before there was an Egypt, which
implies that the fist Pharaohs began in Nubian/Kushite culture.  Ian Shaw writes:

“It has been suggested by Bruce Williams that the elite A-Group Cemetery L at Qustul in
Lower Nubia represents Nubian rulers who conquered and unified Egypt, founding the
early pharaonic state, but most scholars do not agree with this hypothesis.  The model
that may best explain the archaeological evidence is one of accelerated contact between
the cultures of Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia in later Predynastic times.”

In any case we can certainly understand why Diodorus of Sicily a historian in 50 B.C., as
did Egytpian priest Manetho, would claim that the ancestors of Egypt came from Nubia
(Kush).  These finding do add weight to our theory that cultures of the near east
influenced each other and serves to explain our logic for tracing boxing from Africa into
modern times.    At this juncture I think it is not hard to see, that at least boxing could
have been a transferable skill between Africa and Crete.

 Finally, the Romans adopted boxing as a gladiatorial contest, with slaves pitted against
one another in a fight to the death.  Some say that Romans contributed to the sport by
inventing a ring; however I have already proven that the Egyptians invented the ring.
However it is safe to say, together with much scholarly evidence to prove that boxing was
handed to the Romans by the Greeks.  So I think it is safe to say that the Roman ring is
either a coincidence or was inherited from the Greeks, by way of Egypt; I’ll let you arrive
at your own conclusions.



By the Christian era in Rome, boxing was banned and went underground. Boxing
resurfaced in England in the late 17th century. At this time Boxing included wresting, we
have seen this is a trait of African Boxing.  Is this a coincidence?   Hence we believe our
system of boxing, stick fighting and wrestling is descended of the early forms of combat
in Africa.

If you are interested in purchasing a film that traces the origins of boxing for 6,000 years,
please check out the Massachusetts Humanities Resource Center: “The Combat Sport:
Boxing Yesterday and Today.” This film traces the origins of boxing.

V. Chapter



Dr. S. A. Jones:
In you shall all the families of the earth be blessed…

“A man that can beat you thinking can beat you living.”

Grand Royal Patriarch, Dr. Samuel Adams Jones

 I coined the military concepts I inherited from my grandfather, Comba-Tai (The Grand
Struggle). 1 The Origins of our way of life came from my grandfathers biblical teachings.
My grandfather was a Baptist minister who practiced in New Orleans Louisiana from
about 1926-1993; he was   an active human’s rights leader in the 1920’s and was a Board
Member of the National Baptist Convention in the 1930’s in New Orleans. 2 My father
and all my uncles have recounted to me his warrior skill.  Although, in their accounts he
always showed “meekness, not weakness but strength under control.”

Because of my love for Martial arts and based on my grandfather’s oral history,
theological teachings and battle field skills he disseminated to me, I formulated Comba-
Tai, a Christian based military concept that implied all of mankind was in a struggle with
good and evil as documented in Ephesians 6:12. 3 Also according to Genesis12:1,3
(Supporting Verse Galatians 3:29) my grandfather believed that if we were to follow the
teachings of  Jesus , i.e. self-denial (delay of gratification, e.g. fasting), self-sacrifice
(service to others), develop mental, physical and spiritual self-control (prayer &
meditation), surrender (relying on the Higher Power) and lifting up His Authority
(relaying and exampling God’s love for the world); then we were Abraham's seed, and
ours would become the royal heritage by the right of God's undertaking given to
Abraham in that we would become a blessing to “ALL” the families of the earth
regardless of race, creed, color, religion or national origin. In other words, people did not
have to believe what we believed in order to be blessed by us; or help others by what we
taught; in fact we were to “do good to those that despitefully used us.” The concept is
faith based pointing to the  ruler-ship of a King over his territory and the “Good News”
was the message this King gave us power to become rulers in our own lives (minds and
circumstances) as his royal heirs; hence He was called King of kings and Lord of
Lords. This is the tradition of this faith passed on to the Nubian Knights. Although the
rule of the Nubian Christian kings was considered to have divine sanction, the rulers
themselves were no longer considered divine; they were mere servants of God, required
to follow the same rules as all men. The only divine king was Jesus himself, and only he
could be celebrated in art, architecture, and literature.

Fascinating as it may seem, one of the first converts to Christianity was the treasure under
the powerful Nubian/Kushite Warrior Queen Kandace.  Seemingly he was influenced by
the Jewish religion; he was reading the book of Isaiah the Prophet out loud.  Philip



offered to explain the context of the passage and the Kushite so moved said, “What does
hinder me from being baptized.”  He was baptized and according to tradition traveled
through Africa preaching the Gospel.  A map made by monks in fifteenth-century Europe
is supposed to show the area where Christianity was spread by the Nubian.  Some say he
later inspired the Ethiopian Coptic Church and the first Christian states; Alwa, Nobadia
and Makuria, which were located in the Kingdoms of Nubia.



VI. Chapter

OUR ROYAL HERITAGE:
In you shall all the families of the earth be blessed…

“From the age of  13  Comba-Tai has taught me that royalty is a state of mind, that
we all are responsible to garner and teach others.”

Nikole Lappitan, Comba-Tai Combat Fighter Level 4,
2005 Gold Medalist, Ozawa International Karate Champion.

So the Ativism Comba-Tai promotes is not simply in recovering and understanding
ancient fighting techniques and strategies, but it is about recovering our royal heritage
(ruler ship of the mind) given to us by God to defeat evil.  We believe this heritage was
stolen from the people of God by evil. Such ideas are supported by the ancient
manuscripts that both Ethiopian and European knights followed. e.g. Luke 17:21 the
kingdom of God is within you. Luke 12:32; “Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's
good pleasure to give you the kingdom.”  "They shall be PRIESTS of God and of Christ,
and shall REIGN with Him" (Rev. 20:6). Rev.1:6-“And has made us kings and
PRIESTS UNTO HIS GOD AND FATHER.

 My grandfather traced our lineage in line with popular  European and African Academia
as it verified many of the stories from his grandfather, George Warren that he heard as a
child. 4 We trace this concept in our military order which is descended from the Ethiopian
(Abyssinian) Kings and Queens and  Knights of  Ethiopia/Nubia as defenders of the faith.
Arguably the  Nights Templars also had contact with these knights and could have
influenced them in some regard. 5 We believe these Knights were descendent of the
Kushite Medjay (also called policeman of ancient Egypt)  which accepted Christianity
under the Ethiopian King Ezana or perhaps the legendary Ethiopian King  Yohannes
(John), a king that is believed to have ruled  after Ezana conquered Meroe.  There he
established the Order of Knights called Saint Anthony.  Saint Anthony was the African
monk that started monasticism.  However; it is also likely that the Order was inspired by
a Roman Legion stationed in Africa.  Some have suggested the legendary Roman Theban
legion under Saint Maruice who is often depicted in Knights array. 6



VII. Chapter
LOVING OUR BIOLOGICAL BROTHERS & SISTERS

In you shall all the families of the earth be blessed…

“I’ve been with Comba-Tai since I was 18; I owe my success to my practice
in Comb-Tai!’"
--Sovereign Grand Master, Amir Robert D. Parham Jr., Universal Black Belt Hall of
Fame, 2003 Fighter of the Decade and film star.

Because of Comba-Tai’s Christian roots, my grandfather believed in the authority and
inerrancy of scripture.  In view of this, my grandfather taught that all mankind descended
from one blood (Adam & Eve). 7 Therefore it logically followed that mankind as well as
his concepts and ideas were largely the result of a monogenesis, i.e., all mankind had a
common origin.  He also believed this common origin implied we were all neighbors, at
least genetically, and had a solemn responsibility to love God and take care of each other.

Admittedly even in the contemporary religious community, there is arguments
concerning the exact location of the first man called Adam that existed in the Garden of
Eden.  My grandfather however believed that a collaboration of the evidence would best
reward our research.  Science, biology, history, archeology and linguistics seem to point
to Africa as the birth place of civilization and modern mankind.   Some scholars conclude
that science, architecture, arts, music, medicine and yes, military arts from around the
world had their origins in Africa.  But this does not imply a color.  Africans have always
come in many different colors shapes and sizes; that includes Kushites or Ethiopians.
Since the mention of color is an inherently races ploy, it falls eons outside of the spirit of
the Comba-Tai’s message, i.e. not race but the family of man; not ego but “We Go.”
Hence our conclusions continue to stand firm from a collaboration of the evidence
founded on our world view.

Honestly I believe this view was color blind as we saw race as a prideful sociologic
development and not one of biology. 8 Essentially we followed the American
Anthropological view that race is a sociologic construct and not one of biology. Yet as I
lunched Comb-Tai in my youth from competitions while stationed at Lackland Air Force
Base Texas 1981, Republic of the Philippines-1983, Yokota Air Base Japan and finally in
Biloxi Mississippi-1984, I knew using the term Africa would be a stumbling block to
many. To avoid the prejudice that would ignore the relevant messages of Comba-Tai, I
called the cultural military tradition handed down to me by my grandfather Kempo
Comba-Tai based on my formal training in Kempo at VSK (Vernon Street Karate in Los
Angeles)-“The Green Machine” also known as Vernon Street Karate School in South
Central Las Angeles as well as my training with M. Archos, Yo-Dan in the American
Kempo Association, and Randy Banks, Kempo Black Belt. 9  In this I hoped the
American martial art community would understand an amalgam of traditions and



techniques as many military systems (now called mix martial arts) had adapted ways of
other systems all the way  back to the Shaolin Temple.  10

CHAPTER VIII



OUR RANK SYSTEM:
In you shall all the families of the earth be blessed…

“Instructors of Comba-Tai have a responsibility to help others; Comba-Tai has
been responsible for helping so many.”

--Master Garreth Rick Barber,
SKA World Karate Champion and Instructor of over 59 world Comba-Tai
Champions.

While we use some Ethiopian military royal titles(e.g. Negus, Amir, Ras, Dejazmatch
adopted Djan, etc. Jan also means king)  with the permission of my grandfather we did as
most martial arts, we adopted the belt system from Dr. Jigaro Kano’s rank structure
developed at the Kodakan in 1882. 11 As I told my students in Biloxi, this was so we
could be accepted into tournaments.  However we supplanted the Latin term Degradus
instead of degree or grade. Degradus implied the tumultuous steps all mankind continue
to engage in that strengthen our humility and our resolve to serve. The numbers of our
rank were also based around Theological Numerology. 12

I also thought it important that we  established a central oath of honor based on the
ancient code  of the Abyssinian Knights.   Originally we wore a green military medic
cravat around our right arm with three silver sashes that stood for, Combat Fighter 1-4
(Body), Combatant (mind) 1-4 and Combat Specialist (Spirit) also known as Bomani
(mighty warrior ).  Expert warriors of Comba-Tai would be those that understood and
could apply the mind and body concepts to their students (3rd  Degradus and above).
These were tested by the first test which was  grueling—Time Limit is Secret—but at the
end of the test, the person was allowed to stand in triumph as being always faithful  to
service to other which allowed the student to say “Semper Fidelis.”  At this time the
student was no longer considered a student but an instructor … this was our right of
passage. In Comba-Tai it is affirmed that “we do not train students but instructors.” The
written and practical first test qualified the participant to wear a uniform; something we
referred to as their armor.  Our last test is called the Combat Specialist test which was
designed to test the student against another proven Comba-Tai expert called Combat
Specialist or Bomani.  The student would have to accomplish every move the Combat
Specialist engaged in for duration of five miles.  There was no time limit after two hours.

Also there is a question about our use of the title Grandmaster.  We currently have 4
Grandmaster’s in our system: the Grand Royal Patriarch Leamon Tillmon, Negusa
Negast Alonzo M. Jones, Amir Robert Parham Jr. and Negus Jason Laidlaw.  We are
criticized for having too many grandmasters.  This is an interesting accusation coming
from astute martial artist who must be aware that many martial arts have more than one
grandmaster.



It is not unusual for a single art to have several grandmasters, as grandmaster is a
title that indicates different ranks among different arts. The title "Grandmaster" does
not axiomatically equate with singular authority over an entire system or art, but
rather describes a high level of achievement. Even the Shaolin temple had ten
"Grandmasters" at the same time.  Neither does the title “Grandmaster” require a
10th degree.  Often the only requirement is that the “Grandmaster” has successfully
promoted others to the rank of “master.”  However, in Comba-Tai, titles imply
leadership while rank implies level of master, just as there are many 4 star generals
but only one chief of staff.

The World Combat Academy has four leading positions; Grand Royal Patriarch
(theological), Negusa Negast (Executive), Amir (Legislative), Negus(judicial).  In
Comba-Tai there is not a head of the art, but Theological, Executive, Legislative and
Judicial system of leadership.

http://www.nolashaolin.com/grand.html
http://www.shaolin.com/temples_shaolin.aspx
http://www.shaolins.com/

In addition to this, I’ve said that Comba-Tai is a martial art, but it is an art that is
practiced by an Order of Knights of the Sword and Shield in an Organization called
the World Combat Academy Institute of Martial arts.  It is not uncommon for there to
be more than one grandmaster in an Order that has produced other Orders.
Whether you agree with our methods are not, the explanation is that a Grandmaster
is one who has attained a certain rank and is over a particular Order of Knights
within the Universal Order of the Sword and Shield.

 As you can see from our testimony, Comba-Tai has a profound theological and
combative heritage.  Fortunately it was not isolated and continued to follow the spirit of
all military arts by being influenced by innovations it experienced.  This means that as a
military system, Comba-Tai barrowed from other martial art in America and overseas and
will continue to do so as it evolves and adapt.  However we will also stick to 4 pillars of
our training, Strength, Timing, Agility and Resourcefulness (S.T.A.R.)

CHAPTER IX



COMBA-TAI, A MARTIAL ART?
In you shall all the families of the earth be blessed…

“It is good to question what we do not know or understand, and sometimes that which
(think or believe) we do know. I know the Arts works as I have studied under other very
well respected names in Martial Arts:”

            --Master Darryle White, Comba-Tai Instructor
 (Trained with Alex Mordine-10th degree Tai Jutsu, full Samurai, and former Gracie
Jujitsu Representative of Japan.)

While Comba-Tai had profound  religious and combative influences; Comba-Tai as you
can see was enhanced as a martial art in America because this African based military
concept was alive and developing under Americans influenced by the myriad of fighting
concepts in America. Regretfully however; many of the African names for techniques
and the name of the art was unfortunately lost in the passage of time; hence I called the
cultural tradition handed down to me by my grandfather, Comba-Tai, which translates the
grand struggle.   My grandfather said it would be up to me to research, enhance and
refine what he gave me to the point of it later being seen as an atavism.  Because of my
interest in keeping with the spirit of our military traditional concepts, i.e. versatility
which leads to survival, I learned and became an instructor in other forms of martial arts
and continued to be a life long students of arts such as Kempo, western boxing, Goju;
combative forms of Capoeira, etc.  However I never forgot the African Philosophy that
Reverend Dr. S.A. Jones handed down to me.  I believe it has always tempered the
teachings I gave to my students that causes us to “think of even our enemies as our
responsibility.”

In terms of the actual fighting system, as far as I can tell, this movement containing the
stance of the sword and shield has some relevance to the Nuba stick fighters.  We know
that as early as the 1930’s they moved in similar fashion with a mock sword and shield.
And hence to day, our stance is called the sword and shield. In 1949 the fighters carried
sticks and shields that were reminiscence of sword fighting made safer.  While these may
be safer than an actual blade one blow from the stick could kill.  This seldom happened
because the battles were closely controlled by a referee.

All this seems to be in memory of some sort of soldier play Since the 16 Century
Europeans had heard of legendary Knights that existed in the Sudan.  These Knights were
garbed in splendid armor much like medieval Knights of Europe.  A British expedition
traveled to the Sudan hoping to prove these fabulous legends were false.  When the
Europeans saw them, they were flabbergasted to see these Africans arrayed in coats of
Armor ridding expertly precision horses through complex maneuvers.  They charge the
Europeans seeming to attack them, but at the last minute pulling away shouting time and



time again “Welcome.”  One European writer expressed that these mock charges were a
declaration of contempt for our weakness.  Perhaps the Nuba tribesmen stick fighting,
recount this ancient glorious time.

In any case my grandfather handed down this movement to me, and it is what we know
today as Geziret el Malik.  In June of 1992 I interviewed Michael Saliko Rwiyamilira
who is from the country of Rwanda.  I described to him a combative technique from
Geziret el Malik known as umtego.  I attempted to describe this technique to by saying,
“My grandfather used it to grapple close to the opponent, sweeping the leg while close,
throwing the opponent.” I also described a number of other tactics it was used for.  He
said the technique was identical to a fighting form in Rwanda known as Gukirana.  Mr.
Rwiyamilira described it by saying, “To sweep your opponent’s legs it involves two
people, each holding one another’s waist.  One tries to sweep the legs of the other with
the intention of following him to the ground.  The purpose,” he says, “of Gukirana is to
prepare the person so that in a real fight he may use this skill.  He further stated that
Umutego means sweep.



X. CHAPTER

ORAL HISTORY
In you shall all the families of the earth be blessed…

"Comba Tai has helped so many, children and adults.  It teaches self-respect, goal
setting, fitness and self confidence!  Whether or not you

approve of our oral tradition, you cannot disapprove of our results!"

--Capt. Michael Scott, United States Air Force, Scientist
Comba-Tai Instructor

In the central Sudan at Dongola in around 652 AD, Arab armies clashed with Nubian
Knights. Accounts of the Battle of Dongola describe armored Knights.   The Warrior
heritage is pervasive in Nubian and Ethiopian culture; especially when one considers that
almost all the saints of Ethiopia engaging in the tradition of monasticism were all
Knights, that is, all most all the Nubian and some of the  Ethiopian Saints were warriors.
Nubians lived a warrior life entirely and were permanently surrounded by hostile foes;
this assured their development of efficient military arts and a code of honor.

  The southern Christian Nubian kingdom was established upon the ruins of Meroe
presumably in the 5th century.  We know that according to legends the seat of the
Ethiopian/Nubian tradition of knighthood was established by a king of legend called
Prester John. Prester John could have been Ezana, as we know Ezana established himself
at Meroe and was the first Christian King of Ethiopia and Nubia.  Prester John translates,
Priest John.  We know that many kings in Ethiopia were called John.  John was a popular
name among Ethiopian and Nubian Kings because according to Christian lore, John the
disciple whom Christ loved was rumored that he would live forever (but text asserts this
conjecture was not true).

The Order Prester John formulated was the Order of the Sword & Shield.  In this,
Nubians and Ethiopian priests maintained a long tradition as trained warrior knights to
stand as Defenders of the Faith.  Thus, legends state the Nubian and Ethiopian Knights
were standing armies prepared to do battle against the antichrist; “They overcame him
by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their
lives unto the death.”    Later these knights were known as the Knights of Saint Anthony,
considered the oldest order of chivalry in the world.

American Order of the Knights of the Royal Warrior Order of the Sword and Shield are
descendents of these warrior societies. While many deny that the Ethiopian King, Prester
John lived, it must be said that European Knights like Vasco da Gama, and Portuguese
expeditions are said to have been over joy at evidence of his existence.  Legend has it that



Emperor Menelik I, the son of the Queen of Sheba and king Solomon, brought the  Ark
of the Covenant from Jerusalem to Axum, where he continued the  world’s longest
uninterrupted dynasties.  He represents a warrior class that can be traced in the past for
thousands of years.



Above: These are the Nuba stick fighters engaging in a very popular community sport
(1949) .  The fighters carry sticks and shields that are reminiscent of sword fighting made
safer.  While these may be safer than an actual blade  one blow from the stick can kill.
This seldom happens because the battles are closely controlled by a referee.  All this
seems to be in memory of some sort of soldier play. Since the 16 century Europeans had
heard of legendary nights that existed in the Sudan.    These nights were garbed in
splendid armor much like medieval nights of Europe.  A British expedition traveled to the
Sudan hoping to prove these fabulous legends were false.  When the Europeans saw them
they were flabbergasted to see these Africans arrayed in coats of  Armor ridding expertly
precision horses through complex maneuvers.  They charged the Europeans seeming to
attack them, but at the last minute pulling away shouting time and time again "Welcome".
one European writer expressed that these mock charges were a declaration of contempt
for our weakness. Perhaps the Nuba tribesmen stick fighting, recount this ancient
glorious time.   Armor is often thought of as unique to the knights of medieval Europe,
but Mail was probably once common in Africa;  Armor appears to have been used as far
back in Africa as 945 B.C.  King of Egypt Shishak  who was of Kushite ancestry was
found in his tomb at tanis in 1938 with a coat of scaly Armor.

Many features of Comba-Tai are in fact African and Asian; hence we refer to it by the
linguistic term Afro-Asiatic. I believed Afro-Asiatic best conveyed the idea of
monogenesis. My research tells me that Afro-Asiatic language families exemplify the
human family’s common origin. My grandfather taught that military arts as well as
mankind had a common origin and our common goal as knights must be to defend and
teach mankind to defend him-self mentally physically and spiritually as well as defend
others.

Many have questioned the oral history of Comba-Tai as nothing more than folklore, I
respect the respectful opinion of others, yet Comba-Tai, has a unique and poignant oral
history.  Our oral tradition has it that African Nobles, reportedly from the House of
Shewa (Solomonic blood line) of the Knightly Order of Saint Anthony escaped to
America during the dynastic feuds in Ethiopia in a time called the Era of the Princes
(1769 - 1855), also called Zamana Masafent.  This legend however has some historic
support.

 On February 8th, 1855 in  Dirasge Ethiopia, there the armies of  Dejazmatch Wube, and
a minor noble called Kassa Hailu engaged in a bitter and bloody battle.  Kassa had been



up until now a shifta (bandit warlord) who was going through Ethiopia sieze property
and power.  The battle between Dejazmatch Wube and the Shifta ended in Kassa as the
winner and he was subsequently crown—with much reservation—Theodore II, King of
Kings of Ethiopia. Emperor Theodore decided to march on the sovereign Kingdom of
Shewa, ruled then by a sickly king of the Solomonic Dynasty lineage, His Magesty Merid
Azmatch Haile Melekot. As Emperor Theodore Marched across the northern border of
Wollo and Shewa into the district of Menz, King Haile Melekot died of his sickness.
News of King Haile Melekot’s death could have been seen as an omen that Emperor
Theodore was not a usurper but destined to rule, perhaps this is why King Melekot
armies fled Emperor Theodore II.

How some of them ended up in America is a matter of conjecture and why they entered a
maroon in Mississippi is still unclear. Some have suggested they escaped to the sepulcher
in Jerusalem and there left to America, others contend that they were able to pay ships to
take them to what had been rumored as the Free Kingdom in Jones County that existed 90
miles inland off the coast of Mississippi and yet others have suggested they made the trek
with support of American Colonization Society (ACS) in Washington, DC. 13   In any case they
ended up in a maroon in Jones County Mississippi in what is now Laurel Mississippi.
There is evidence to support this conjecture.  About two years ago I spoke to a man who
was on the Presidential Prayer Team, Ras Robinson, he shared with me that Ras has been
in his family since around the Civil War.  Interesting enough, he can not trace the name
Ras but his people who now live in Hattiesburg Mississippi once lived in Laurel, the
same area that Ras Yakub (James Marshal) and the Nubian warrior Bet. Giorgis Waran

(George Warren) and their regiment  settled in.  Incidentally Ras is the highest royal rank
that can be bestowed upon a person not of the royal line. I said to Ras Robinson the
tradition I practice continues to bestow the title of Ras on people today.  Arguably this is
all a coincidence.  Although, we know that the maroons  Ras Yakub and Bet. Giorgis
Waran lived in; many times beat the Confederacy and Klu Klux Klan .

   American history tells us the maroons (especially in Laurel) were armed resistance
movements of Africans, freedman, runaway slaves, fugitive abolitionist, Indians and
eventually confederate deserters. In Laurel Mississippi the maroons made up an inner
state that some of the inhabitants maintained were known as the “Free State of Jones.”
What is all so interesting is that there is some evidence that convention assembled in
Ellisville, Jones county, Mississippi, and passed an ordinance seceding from
the State of Mississippi and from the Confederate States of America.   This
implied that at least in part that people from this area (The Free State of Jones) deplored
slavery.  14 This anarchic community in Jones County formed a special multi ethnic core
group, daring enough to raid plantations and determined to fight for the freedom of their
families. I am a direct descendent of this grand struggle.  My grandfather’s grand father
escaped to the Free State of Jones during the Antebellum period and changed his name to
Redmon Jones after marrying a Choctaw Indian.  His son Alfred Jones would marry into
the family of George Warren.

One of my students, Sovereign Grandmaster Robert Parham Jr.—Universal Hall of Fame
Fighter of the Decade--reports his research lead him to a lady Mrs. Josephine. In Jones



County at about 90 years old  reports, “of contests of grappling (grab-fighting she calls it)
between men, Black, White and Indian in the woods of what is now known as the Desoto
Forest.”   Grandmaster Parham also says, “Other Elders in the Jones County community
collaborate” on our story.  Also I took this from a website that I thought was quiet
interesting,  an African American martial art instructor claims that his first system was of
Ethiopian Origin (http://stickgrappler.tripod.com/52/newsome.html).

There is a radio host on the Gulf Coast (WJZD) who hosts a program called "It's A New
Day". His name is Rip Daniels. He also has researched the history of Jones County and is
an avid historian of Mississippi and its involvement in the Civil War.”  He can also
testify to the legends and oral history.  My Grandfather was a competitor in these contest
that I have heard called “Kick and Flip,” he refereed to it as simply wrestling.  He said
they took place in the Mississippi Hills in Laurel; although from his testimony there were
a number of men-from all over the south--who engaged in peaceful combative contests.
My grandfather said to me that these were secret societies of Africans and African
American warriors who competed in fighting contest perhaps as far back as the 1700’s.
My grandfather was probably a champion at 15 years of age in his area because of his
specialized military training, from his grandfather George Warren (Ethiopian Bet. Giorgis
Waran).

At the time Comba-Tai was passed on to me by my grandfather, it was mostly wrestling,
boxing, joint locks, throws, stick fighting (probably reminiscent of the sword & Shield
arts) and very low kicks and sweeps. As I began to learn Asian forms of combat, I
gradually combined high kicks, katas, complete ground grappling, and bladed weapons to
our arsenal in the nineteen seventies at 16 years of age. The strength of Comba-Tai—as I
see it—is its mental and spiritual military insights. Certainly these insights were tempered
by adversity experienced by a community of different races during the tumultuous ante-
bellum and American civil war period.  

Today we have instructors from coast to coast and at least 2 countries. Our diffusion of
schools resulted from my military students and subsequently their students who were
stationed in areas around the globe. I began teaching Comba-Tai free of charge because I
thought it was away to help youth see the greatness they had inside. I said, “A warrior is
someone that used the greatness they have inside to help themselves and others!” To date,
I have never charged for lessons because I believe my payoff would be a generation of
warriors that would honor the American tradition of fighting for the freedom of all.  I see
freedom as a mental, physical and spiritual concept. The value of what I’ve passed on is
best illustrated in the personal and professional accomplishments of my students in what
is now called the World Combat Academy.

My vision for our organization is to give each person regardless of race creed or color a
positive image of their future, delayed gratification skills, internal locus of control as well
as an altruistic purpose, i.e., “To use the warrior greatness they have inside to be a
blessing to everyone they meet.” This idea leaves no room for blaming someone else for
your predicament in life, but it promotes the development of an entrepreneurial mentality.
This tuff and determined philosophy breeds the notion, “If I cannot find a way, I will



make one, but I will never surrender.” Perhaps we can say that Comba-Tai (The Grand
Struggle) is an African concept as it is an American tradition.

I am currently working on a book entitled, “The Grand Struggle.” The Grand Struggle
will illustrate the oral and written history of a unique American martial art of African
decent. 16

xi



Notes:

1. Comba-Tai is taken from the French word combattere which means “to fight, contend,
struggle, oppose or resist” and from a Chinese word Tai, which translates “grand.”
Combat-Tai is more of a mental process than a physical one.  We seek to blossom the
greatest force in the mortal world, a power we know as the mind.

In ancient times there was a lot of mysticism, which shadowed the powers of the
mind.  Today some of that mysticism still exists but with education many of these
misconceptions can be dismissed.  No one will ever know all there is to understand about
the mind, nor is this our endeavor.  Rather we seek to develop a control over that God
given gift that we all have called mentality. (Excerpted from the Majesty of Comba-Tai,
1984).

 Modern Day Comba-Tai as seen today:
http://members.aol.com/_ht_a/combatacademygpt/myhomepage/index.html
http://www.reviewjournal.com/lvrj_home/2003/Nov-11-Tue-2003/giving/22490382.html
http://www.freewebs.com/comba-tai/
http://www.aetc.randolph.af.mil/pa/AETCNS/Aug2002/02-215.htm
http://www.ozawa-tournament.com/Results/2005kumite.htm--Check Out: S28:  15 to 17
years old Intermediate Female Nikole Lapitan; also check out S38:  18-34 years old Adult
Brown Belt Female

2. As a fiery young minister my grandfather fought against an illegal system that allowed
police the autonomy to force young black men to confess to crimes by the torture of the
“Wheel Grind” without due process.   The wheel Grind was a method which caused
young black men to confess to crimes by forcing their legs open and causing their
privates to be mauled by a spinning wheel on a model T that was jacked up. Also as a
young fearless minister, he was also responsible for saving many African American
homes in Slidell Louisiana, by wining a decision against state contractors who forced
people to sale their homes by using violence. They attempted to force him to sell his
home with violence but his warrior skills prevented the incursion.  Later they took him
before a judge and he argued: Taking off his hat and pointing it at the judge, “Your honor
do you have a hat?”  The judge replied, “Yes.” Rev. Jones continued, “If you have a hat
and someone wishes to buy it, they have to give you what you want for that hat …. Isn’t
that right!” The judge replied, “Yes.” Rev. Jones says, “Well I have a house and these
contractors wish to take it from me for nothing.  “If they are allowed to take my home,”
he pointed to his sons, “When they get older, they will take it back again.” The judge
slammed his gavel and said, give him what he wants.  Hence the state contractors had to
pay all of the Home Owners a fair price for their property.



My Grandmother, Mrs. Eloise Jones testifies:

  She  belonged  to the Olivivett Baptist Church. Her Pastors name was  W.M. Grimble
during the building of the Magnolia Projects in New Orleans the Church was destroyed.
Her Pastor Talked with Rev. S.A. Jones (her future Husband) of the Greater Sun Light
Baptist Church located on Laffette Boliver St. The Oliviett Baptist Church moved into
Sun Light Baptist Church until they could find another location.  The Sun Light Baptist
Church was a house converted into a church. They moved to Sunlight until they could
move into another church.  The sunlight.  During that time  W.M. Grimble became Dr.
S.A. Jones’ spiritual mentor.  Reverend Grimble pastured a church in Alexandria and
New Orleans. In these times, Dr. S. A. Jones was Head of Louisiana Home and Foreign
Missions Baptist Sate Convention; he was also their treasure for 30 years. Board Member
of the National Baptist Convention (1930"s)

When the National Sunday School Congress was organized by the legendary Rev. Henry
Allen Boyd, Dr. S.A. Jones was a Board Member of the National Baptist Convention.  Dr. S.
A. Jones from the Mississippi Census according to court records in Laurel Jones County,
was 2 years old in 1898.  He was married the second day of July in 1941.  He was
ordained as a pastor in 1938 and he died in 1992.

3.  It is hard to understand the bible if you do not understand that it is written from a
militaristic perspective.  Arguably, the bible affirms our earth is only 5,000 to 6,000 years
old and during that time man has been involved in an emphatic struggle.   In Ephesians
6:10-11 Paul gives us some ancient advice as to what has worked for the ancient warriors
of God.  For certainly their were ancient warriors as indicated in the bible in the lost text
entitled, “Book of the Wars of the Lord” (Numbers 21:14).  Paul then informs us in
Ephesians 6:12, that believers are in life and death struggle with the forces of evil.  But,
in the following verses he tells us how to win.  His advice has served the Warriors of God
for over 2,000 years.

4. About 3000 years before the birth of Christ, Menes combined the Northern and
Southern Dynasties in Africa into one country under one government. Quite a feat
when one considers that the combined 'kingdom' lasted for more than a thousand
years under Ethiopian descendants of Menes. A feat attempted by the Ceasars in
Rome-43 years; Alexander the Great of Macedonia-30 years; Adolph Hitler of
Germany-12 years. The Dynastic System of Government lasted in Africa for more
that 2500 years.An accomplishment that no western nation has even remotely
approached. What is now called Egypt was much larger than the geographical
boundries of eastern Africa today. The Mediterranean Sea was the Egyptian sea.
The Atlantic Ocean was the Ethiopian Ocean in 3100 B.C.

-- Drusilla Dunjee Houston " Out of anthropology, ethnology, geology, paleontology,
archeology, as well as history, I have dug up an irrefutable arsenal of facts that Harvard



or Yale or cowardly scholarship dare not refute," wrote Drusilla Dungee Houston, as she
referred to the under-recognized, under-celebrated and relatively unexplored history of
humans in Africa. (Also see black and white historians agreeing with most of her
book—“ THE WONDERFUL ETHIOPIANS OF THE ANCIENT CUSHITE
EMPIRE”: Cheikh Anta Diop, Basil Davidson, Martin Bernal, Martin Delaney,
George Washington Williams, etc.

"After six years of analysis, fossil hunters in Africa have confirmed the
discovery of the oldest fossilized remains of modern humans yet found --
portions of skulls belonging to people who lived 160,000 years ago.
Paleontologists say the discovery adds detail to a crucial period in human
evolution, and confirms the hypothesis that modern humans evolved in
Africa. NPR's Christopher Joyce reports.

A team led by University of California, Berkeley paleontologist Tim White
found the fossils in desert sands near the Ethiopian village of Herto.

"These are the oldest fossils that we can confidently place in our own
species, Homo sapiens," says White.

The fossils also confirm what genetic research has recently proposed: that
modern humans evolved in Africa. There's little question that pre-human
ancestors first appeared in Africa. Or that about 2 million years ago, they
left Africa to populate parts of Asia, the Middle East and Europe. But some
say primitive humans evolved into modern humans in many places around
the world. Others, such as paleontologist Chris Stringer from the Museum of
Natural History in London, say modern humans clearly evolved in in Africa.

"What this discovery in Ethiopia shows is that the shared features of
modern humans -- our high-rounded brain case, small brow ridges --
originated in Africa," says Stringer.

Those first real humans, he says, most likely left Africa in a second wave
that eventually replaced the remnants of the first, pre-human diaspora.

According to Diodorus it was probably Ethiopia which colonized Egypt (in the Athenian sense of
the term, signifying that, with overpopulation, a proportion of the people emigrate to new territory).

The Ethiopians say that the Egyptians `are one of their colonies, which was led into Egypt by
Osiris. They claim that at the beginning of the world Egypt was simply a sea but that the Nile,
carrying down vast quantities of loam from Ethiopia in its flood waters, finally filled it in and made
it part of the continent. . . They add that the Egyptians have received from them, as from authors
and their ancestors, the greater part of their laws.

Diodorus, Universal History, Book III. The antiquity of the Ethiopian civilization is attested by the
most ancient and most venerable Greek writer, Homer, in both the Lliad and the Odessey:
'Jupiter followed today by all the gods receives the sacrifices of the Ethiopians' (Iliad, I, 422).
'Yesterday to visit holy Ethiopia Jupiter betook himself to the ocean shore' (lliad, I, 423).



A recent genetic study links the maternal lineage of a traditional population from Upper
Egypt to Eastern Africa. A separate study further narrows the genetic lineage to Northeast
Africa and reveals also that modern day Egyptians  "reflect a mixture of European,
Middle Eastern, and African."

Champollion the Younger, who deciphered the Rosetta Stone, claimed in Expressions et
Termes Particuliers ("Expression of Particular Terms") that Kmt did not actually refer to
the soil but to a negroid population in the sense of "Black Nation." Modern day
professional Egyptologists, linguists and historians, however, overwhelmingly agree that
the term referred to the soil rather than the people. Herodotus wrote, "the Colchians are
Egyptians… on the fact that they are black-skinned (melanchrôs) and wooly-haired
(oulothrix)" (Histories Book 2:104). Later authors, including Aristotle and Diodorus
Siculus, repeated Herodotus' description of "black-skinned". Melanchros is also used of
the sunburnt complexion of Odysseus (Od. 16.176).

Main article: History of ancient Egypt

The ancient Egyptians themselves traced their origin to a land they called Punt, or "Ta
Nteru" ("Land of the Gods"). Once commonly thought to be located on what is today the
Somali coast, Punt now is thought to have been in either southern Sudan or Eritrea. The
history of ancient Egypt proper starts with Egypt as a unified state, which occurred
sometime around 3000 BC. Though archaeological evidence indicates a developed
Egyptian society may have existed for a much longer period (see Predynastic Egypt).

 

5. According to the exiled crown council of Ethiopia: The Order of St. Anthony
The Order of St. Anthony is believed to be one of the oldest Orders of Chivalry in the world, and stands
apart from the other chivalric, State and Imperial orders. It was founded as a religious Order of Knighthood
by the Negus known in the West as “Prestor John” in the year 370 CE. The Order was created following the
death of St. Anthony the Hermit in 357 or 358 CE, when many of his disciples went to live in austerity in
the desert until eventually submitting to the monastical rule of St. Basil and moving to monasteries where
they retained the “title and habit of St. Anthony”. According to traditional texts on the subject: “It is said,
that about the year of our Lord 370, John Emperor of Æthiopia (commonly called Prester John) erected
these Monks into a Religious Order of Knighthood, under the Title and Protection of St. Anthony, Patron of
His Empires and bestowed upon them great Revenues and many Privileges. And thus being instituted
Knights, they received the aforesaid Rule of St. Basil, and submitted to his Constitutions.” (Of the
Religious Orders of Knighthood. Chap. II, pages 62-63.)

An Order of the same name existed later in Italy, France and Spain and these derivations of the Order
originated in Constantinople. The objects of both Orders — the Ethiopian and the Constantinople — were
the defence of the Christian faith. The knights wore a black gown lined with blue, having a blue cross fixed
to the breast comprised of three arms. It is said that the senior Knights wore a double cross of the same
colour. (Neville, D. G.: A History of the Early Orders of Knighthood and Chivalry. Limpsfield, Surrey,
1978.) Traditionally, “the chief Seat of the Order is in the Isle of Meroé [now in the Sudan], where the



Abbots both spiritual and temporal have their residence, but in other parts of Æthiopia they have a very
great number of Convents and Monasteries, and not less than two Millions of annual Revenue”. (Of the
Religious Orders of Knighthood, Op Cit.)

The Order today has a badge consisting of an Ethiopian cross in royal blue and edged with a gold rim, and
surmounted by a gold Imperial Ethiopian crown. The Order is in two grades: the Knight Grand Cross, and
Companion. (pictured right)

The Order of St. Anthony has as its current Sovereign Grand Master and Captain-General His Imperial
Highness Prince Ermias Sahle-Selassie Haile Selassie, the President of the Crown Council of Ethiopia.
Knights of this Order are inducted only rarely and their duties remain chivalric in nature. The Members of
the Order may identify themselves with the post-nominal initials: KGCA (Knight Grand Cross); and CA
(Companion of the Order of St. Anthony).

It is said that the Knights templars effected rock Hewed Churches from the architectural abilities.  I think
this unlikely since the Ethiopians were amazing architects.  However it is rumored that a religious military
order—the Knights Templar--established in 1118 to protect pilgrims and the Holy Sepulcher traveled to
Ethiopia.

6.    

[Above a picture of Saint Maruice in Knightly armor, the painting is called "The Disputation of
St. Erasmus and St. Maurice" by Matthias Grünewald, dated 1523, from the Pinakothek, Münich.]



The earliest account of the martyrdom of Maurice and the Theban legion occurs in a
letter addressed by Eucherius, bishop of Lyons c. 434-50, to a fellow bishop, Salvius.
The text claims that Maximian twice ordered the  execution of every tenth man because
they refused to attack the Gauls because they were Christians like them and they would
not worship Emperor Maximian. Hence his Theban Legion, massacred at Agaunum,
about 287, by order of Maximian Herculius entirely of Christians, had been called from
Africa to suppress a revolt of the Bagandæ in Gaul. The soldiers were ordered to sacrifice
to the gods in thanksgiving but refused. He is represented in an Italian paintings with a
red cross on his chest, which is the badge of the Sardinian Order of St. Maurice. Many
countries reverenced this legendary African Knight,  places  such as Switzerland,
Piedmont, France, and Germany have chosen him as there celestial patron.

It is quiet interesting that the African Knight Maurice of Agaunum, known as Saint
Maruice influenced many European nations.  It would be a far stretch to imagine that he
did not affect—at least in someway—Christian African nations if he truly exsisted.  I
have always suggested that that the knights of Ethiopia and Nubia were developed in
isolation.  However there is some evidence that might suggest that Rome had something
to do with the idea of Knights in early Ethiopia and Nubia.  We know this because of the
Roman legions that existed there.  However it has been suggested that the story of
Maruice was only a legend that served political means and thus it would eradicate our
claims.  This might be substantial if were not for  the “Eucherius' text refers to a legio
militum, qui Thebaei appellabantur. (Eucherius, Passio Acaunensium martyrum 3.)  It
has escaped the attention of many church historians, but not military historians, that
Thebaei is the proper name of one particular military unit. (See D. Hoffmann, Das
spatromische Bewegungsheer und die Notitia Dignitatum I (Düsseldorf 1969) 238) Its
name has been preserved by the army lists within the Notitia Dignitatum, a late 4th-
century document. (See A. H. M. Jones, The later Roman Empire 284-602, Oxford 1986,
ii. 1417-28; J. H. Ward, "The Notitia Dignitatum", Latomus 33 (1974), 397-434. The only
edition is by O. Seeck, Notitia Dignitatum (Berlin, 1876). For the Thebaei see Notitia
Dignitatum, Oc. 5.11; Oc. 5.154; Oc. 7.29.)  The coincidence of names would in itself
deserve our attention. However, far more important is the fact that the unit is firmly
located in Italy by this same document. In short the Thebaei of Eucherius' story is clearly
to be identified with the homonymous unit which makes its appearance in the Notitia
Dignitatum.

In Mackey's Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, we find the following article:

"St. Anthony. An order taking its rise from the life and habits of St Anthony, the hermit, who died about
357. His disciples, called Anchorites, near Ethiopia, lived in austerity and solitariness in the desert, until
John, Emperor of Ethiopia, in 370, created them a religious order of knighthood, and bestowed privileges
upon them under the title of St. Anthony, who was made patron of the empire. They established
monasteries, adopted a black habit, and wore a blue cross in the shape of a Tau.

"The vow embraced chastity, defense of the Christian faith, to guard the empire, obey their superiors, and
go to war when and wheresoever commanded. Marriage required a license. There were two classes ~~
combatants and non-combatants ~~ the second class being composed of those too old for military duty. Yet
ere they retired they were required to serve three years against Arabian pirates, three against the Turks, and
three against the Moors.



"The ancient monastery is in the deserts of Thebais, surrounded by an oval wall 500 paces in circumference
and 40 feet in height. It is entered by ropes let down from the watch-house, the crane being turned by
monks. By age, the cells, which are four by five by seven feet, have been reduced from 300 to 40.
Advantage had been taken of one of nature's curiosities in obtaining abundant water from a riven rock,
which is reached through a subterraneous passage of 50 paces, extending beyond the walls. In France, Italy,
and Spain there are ecclesiastical and military organizations styled Knights of St. Anthony, who wear a
plain cross, the principals a double cross. The chief seat is at Vienna. In the abbey rest the remains of St.

Anthony."( II Mackey's 711b-712a

7.  There is a large body of evidence that suggests mankind is genetically related.

8.  The American Anthropological societies view on race in 1997 was basically: “Race
and ethnicity both represent social or cultural constructs for categorizing people based on
perceived differences in biology (physical appearance) and behavior.”  The American
Anthropological view on race was basically the same: “

9. Dated Oct. 31, 1983 located as an attachment in the Pacific Stars and Strips was the
Philippine Flyer.  In that article they document, “Jonhson, from Yokota AB, Japan,
established himself as one of the outstanding competitors in the team competition by
racking up five points.  But, the most impressive fighter was Jones who collected 12
points to aid in Clark’s quest for the gold.” The Article continued by saying, “Clark also
did well in the individual competition with Jones taking first place in Men’s Lightweight
Black Belt…”

10. All throughout the world, militaries have adopted, stole and augmented the
techniques of others.  That is why in World War I the Japanese Samurai fought with gun
ships and defeated the Russian Army.  Some might be surprised by this who do not
understand that military arts concerns itself with survival for which the Samurai were
masters.  An ancient example of this would be  the Mantis system.  According to legend
the Shaolin Temple did not develop the  Mantis system, but they adapted it as a Shaolin
art.

11.  All systems using the belt system barrowed it from 22 year old Grandmaster of the
Kodakan Dr. Jigaro Kano.  I guess I could claim that I am in his lineage since I can claim
that I was promoted by O’sensi Phillip Porter to San Dan  in Judo and was herby certified
at the rank by the USJA National Promotion Board.  Also I am the third generation
promotee by an instructor who was promoted to Kyoshi by Gogen Yamaguchi, O’sensei
Jesus Sanchez.

12.  What is theological numerology?
1 = God; beginning; source; first; unity
2 = number of witness (in the mouth of two or more witnesses); friendship
3 = Godhead; trinity; divine completeness; perfect testimony



4 = number of earth; creation; world; four gospels; four winds; four seasons; four corners
of the earth
5 = grace; atonement; life; the cross; five-fold ministries
6 = number of man; beast; satan; idol
7 = perfection; completeness; number of book of Revelation; finished; day of rest; (used
600 times in Bible)
8 = resurrection; new beginnings; put on new man
9 = harvest; ministry; fullness; fruitfulness; number gifts of Holy Spirit; number of fruits
of the Holy Spirit; number of birthing (baby born in 9 months)
10 = number of law; order; government; restoration; antichrist kingdom; trial; testing;
responsibility; tithe

13.  Review the American Colonization Society and Sepulcher in Jerusalem

14. Jones, Free State of- According to legend, Jones County in southern Mississippi
seceded from the Confederacy during the Civil War. However, no evidence exists that
such an event took place. The legend appears to have some basis in fact: the nickname

"Free State of Jones" was used for the county, but was used in antebellum Mississippi
and referred to the paucity of slaves in Jones County. A military operation was launched
by the Confederate Army against an organization calling itself the Republic of Jones in
late 1863 and early 1864. The Republic of Jones (and perhaps a second group called the
Jones County Confederacy) appear to have been bands of Confederate Army deserters,
who took refuge in the swamps and woods of Jones County. The Natchez Courier, a pro-
Union newspaper, published a story lampooning the Confederacy in 1864, involving the
supposed secession of Jones County. Encouraged by oral tradition, the legend has
persisted to the present day.

article published in 1886 entitled "Confederacy Within the Conferacy"

The foregoing account is a brief general outline of the history of Jones
county to about 1870 It has been gathered from the older citizens of the
county and from such records as could be found by the writer. The story of
the secession of this county dates from 1886, when an article from the pen
of G. Norton Galloway, Historian Sixth Army Corps, was published in the
November number of the Magazine of American History, under the title “A
Confederacy within a Confederacy.” There was no sketch of the author nor
anything except his signature by which he might be located. He gave no
sources nor authorities for his statements. But for the fact that it was
published in a magazine devoted to history, one would naturally place it,
where it belongs, along side the sensational stories that appear in
magazines devoted to such writings.
He says among other things:

“It is not generally known, that in the latter part of the year 1862, a
convention assembled in Ellisville, Jones county, Mississippi, and passed an
ordinance seceding from the State of Mississippi and from the Confederate
States of America.”
He even went so far as to give the exact words of the ordinance, which are



as follows:
"Whereas, The State of Mississippi has seen fit to withdraw from the Federal
Union for reasons which appear justifiable, and whereas, we, the citizens of
Jones claim the same right, thinking our grievances are sufficient by reason
of an unjust law passed by the Congress of the Confederate States of
America, forcing us to go to distant parts, etc., etc.,
therefore, be it
Resolved, That we sever the union heretofore existing between Jones
county and the State of Mississippi, and proclaim our independence of said
$tate, and of the Confederate States of America—and we call upon Almighty
God to witness and bless the act.”

15.  I’ve never charged a dime because I believed that God had given me a gift to teach
and if I charged he would remove that gift.  Also my grandfather informed me that as a
Christian Soldier of the Royal Blood Line my reasonable service was to serve others.

16.  Below represents my research into our history:

ORAL AND WRITEN TRADITON
• Man first Appears first in Africa.
• King Seth begins to have sons
• Deluvean period men leave Africa arriving in Mesopotamia—Kush bears a Son Eth-
Nimrodh
• Eth-Nimrodh becomes first King, calling nation sir name Kush, finally some men
disperse moving back to Africa.
• Worlds First Warrior King Eth-Nimrodh (Son of Kush ... royal title Mesopotamia)
—(Tabiblia tradition)......... 3380 B.C
• Warrior King Ori
......................................................................................................................
.. .......... 3350 B.C.
• Warrior King Osirus
......................................................................................................................
.. ...... 3300 B.C.
1. Warrior King Sebelian 1
......................................................................................................................
3274 B.C.
2. Warrior King Sebelian 2
......................................................................................................................
. 3200 B.C.
3. Warrior King Sebelian 3
......................................................................................................................
. 3150 B.C.
4. EXSTANT HISTORICAL LINE
5. * Menes......................C. 3100- ? This Kunutse Unifies upper and lower Egypt
becomes first Pharaoh.
6. * Iti I.......................... ? - ?
7. * Iti II........................47 years



8. * Iterty...................... ? -2990/85
9. * Khasty.....................2990/85-2930
10. * Merpebia......................2930-2923
11. * Irynetjer.....................2925-2915
12. * Qaa...........................2915-2890
13. * Hetep.........................2890- ?
14. * Nubnefer....................... ? - ?
15. * Nynetjer................(45 to 47 years)
16. * Weneg.........................(19 years)
17. * Sened.......................... ? - ?
18. * Peribsen....................... ? - ?
19. * Aka............................ ? -2732
20. * Neferkasokar..................2732-2724
21. * Khasekhem.....................2724-2703
22. * Khasekhemy....................2703-2686
23. * Nebka.........................2686-2667
24. * Djoser........................2667-2648
25. * Djoser Teti...................2648-2642
26. * Khaba.........................2642-2636
27. * Huni..........................2636-2613
28. * Sneferu.......................2613-2589
29. * Khufu (Cheops)................2589-2566
30. * Redjedef......................2566-2558
31. * Chephren......................2558-2533
32. * Baufre........................2533-2528
33. * Menkaure (Mycerinus)..........2528-2500
34. * Shepseskaf....................2500-2496
35. * Dedefptah.....................2496-2494
36. * Userkaf.......................2494-2487
37. * Sahure........................2487-2473
38. * Neferirkare Kakai.............2473-2463
39. * Shepseskare Isi...............2463-2456
40. * Neferefre.....................2456-2449
41. * Nyuserre......................2449-2422
42. * Menkauhor Akauhor.............2422-2414
43. * Djedkare Isesi................2414-2375
44. * Unas..........................2375-2345
45. * Teti..........................2345-2333
46. * Userkare......................2333-2332
47. * Meryre (Phiops I).............2332-2283
48. * Merenre Antyemsaf I...........2283-2269
49. * Neferkare (Phiops II).........2269-2185
50. * Merenre Antyemsaf II..........2185-2184
51. * Netjerykare...................2184-2183
52. * Menkare.......................2183-2181
53. * Neferkare I...................2181- ?
54. * Neferkare Neby................. ? - ?
55. * Djedure Shemai................. ? - ?
56. * Neferkare Khendu............... ? - ?
57. * Neferkamin..................... ? - ?
58. * Nykare......................... ? - ?
59. * Neferkare Tereru............... ? - ?
60. * Neferkahor..................... ? -2173



61. * Wadjkare Pepysonbe............2173-2169
62. * Neferkamin Anu................2169-2167
63. * Kakare Ibi....................2167-2163
64. * Neferkare II..................2163-2162
65. * Neferkauhor Kapuibi...........2162-2161
66. * Neferirkare...................2161-2160
67. * Meryibre (Achthoes)...........2160- ?
68. * --- ........................... ? - ?
69. * Neferkare III.................. ? - ?
70. * Nebkaure (Acthoes II).......... ? - ?
71. * Setut.......................... ? - ?
72. * --- ........................... ? - ?
73. * Mery--- ....................... ? - ?
74. * Shed--- ....................... ? - ?
75. * H--- .......................... ? - ?
76. * --- ........................... ? - ?
77. * --- ........................... ? - ?
78. * --- ........................... ? - ?
79. * User--- ....................... ? -2130
80. * Meryhathor....................2130- ?
81. * Neferkare IV................... ? - ?
82. * Wankare (Acthoes III).......... ? - ?
83. * Merykare....................... ? - ?
84. * --- ........................... ? -2040
85. * Mentuhotep I..................2133- ? with...
86. * Inyotef I.....................2133- ?
87. * Inyotef II....................2117-2068
88. * Inyotef III...................2068-2060
89. * Nebhepetre (Mentuhotep II)....2060-2009
90. * Sankhkare (Mentuhotep III)....2009-1997
91. * Nebrowyre (Mentuhotep IV).....1997-1991
92. * Amenemhet I...................1991-1962
93. * Sesostris I...................1962-1928
94. * Amenemhet II..................1928-1895
95. * Sesostris II..................1895-1878
96. * Sesostris III.................1878-1842
97. * Amenemhet III.................1842-1798
98. * Amenemhet IV..................1798-1789
99. * Sobkneferu, (queen)...........1789-1786
100. * Sobkhotep I...................1786-5+ yrs
101. * Senbuef........................3+ years
102. * Sehetepibre Amenemhet..... c. 1770-1769
103. * Ameny Inyotef Amenemhet........ ? - ?
104. * Amu Sihornerjheryotef.......... ? - ?
105. * Sobkhotep II................... ? - ?
106. * Renseneb.......................4 months
107. * Hor............................ ? - ?
108. * Kay Amenemhet.................. ? - ?
109. * Ugaf...........................2 years
110. * Sesostris IV................... ? - ?
111. * Khendjer......................4+ years
112. * Semenkhkare...................3+ years
113. * Sobkemsaf I....................7 years



114. * Sobkhotep III..................3 years
115. * Neferhotep I.....11 years, c. 1740-1730
116. * Sobkhotep IV..................8+ years
117. * Sobkhotep V.................... ? - ?
118. * Neferhotep V................... ? - ?
119. * Sobkhotep VI...................4 years
120. * Neferhotep III................. ? - ?
121. * Yayebi........................10 years
122. * Iy............................23 years
123. * Ini............................2 years
124. * Dudimose I....................fl. 1674
125. * Dudimose II.................... ? - ?
126. * Senebmiu....................... ? - ?
127. * Mentuhotep V................... ? - ?
128. * Senaayeb....................... ? - ?
129. * Nehsy.......................... ? - ?
130. * Shebi.........................1674- 3 or 1 yrs.
131. * Yakubher.......................8 years
132. * Khyan.......................... ? - ?
133. * Apophis I....................40+ years
134. * Apophis II..................... ? - ?
135. * Khamudy........................ ? -1567
136. * Anather.......................1684- ?
137. * Semqen......................... ? - ?
138. * Khauserre...................... ? - ?
139. * Seket.......................... ? - ?
140. * Ahetepre....................... ? - ?
141. * Sekhaenre...................... ? - ?
142. * Amu............................ ? - ?
143. * Nebkhepeshre (Apophis III)..... ? -1567
144. * Rehotep.......................1650- ?
145. * Inyotef IV the elder...........3 years
146. * Inyotef V...................... ? - ? ------------------------------ Kassites (Branch Of
Kunutses) Rule Mesopotamia
147. * Sobkemsaf II..................16 years
148. * Thuty..........................1 year
149. * Mentuhotep VI..................1 year
150. * Nebiryerawet I.................6 years
151. * Nebiryerawet II................ ? - ?
152. * Semenmedjatre.................. ? - ?
153. * Seuserenre....................12 years
154. * Shedwast....................... ? - ?
155. * Inyotef VI....................3+ years
156. * Senakhtenre.................... ? - ? -------------SHANG DYNASTY branch of
Kunutses that ruled China.
157. * Tao I the elder................ ? - ?.
158. * Tao II the brave............... ? - ?.
159. * Kamose....................3+ years-1567
160. * Amose.........................1570-1546.
161. * Amenophis I...................1546-1525
162. * Tuthmose I....................1525-c. 1512
163. * Tuthmose II................c. 1512-1503
164. * Hatshepsut....................1503-1482 with her husband...



165. * Thutmose III..................1503-1450
166. * Amenophis II..................1450-1425 A.D.
167. * Tuthmose IV...................1425-1417
168. * Amenophis III.................1417-1379
169. * Amenophis IV Ikhnaten.........1379-1362 with...
170. * Smenkhkare....................1364-1361
171. * Tutankhamun...................1361-1352
172. * Kheperkheprure Ai.............1352-1348
173. * Horemheb......................1348-1320
174. * Ramses I......................1320-1318
175. * Seth I........................1318-1304
176. * Ramses II the great...........1304-1236
177. * Merneptah.....................1236-1222
178. * Amonemses.....................1222-1216
179. * Seth II.......................1216-1209
180. * Merneptah Siptah..............1209-1200 with his queen...
181. * Tewosret......................1209-1200
182. * Sethnakhte....................1200-1198
183. * Ramses III....................1198-1166
184. * Ramses IV.....................1166-1160
185. * Ramses V......................1160-1156
186. * Ramses VI.....................1156-1148
187. * Ramses VII....................1148-1147
188. * Ramses VIII...................1147-1140
189. * Ramses IX.....................1140-1121
190. * Ramses X......................1121-1113
191. * Ramses XI.....................1113-1085
192. * Smendes.......................1085- ?
193. * Amenemnisu..................... ? - ?
194. * Psusennes I.................... ? - ?
195. * Amenemope...................... ? - ?
196. * Siamun......................... ? - ?
197. * Psusennes II................... ? -945
198. ___? ............................................. 945--900 B.C.
199. ___ ? .............................................?
200. ___? ......................................... ?
201. ____? ........................................... ?
202. ___ ? ............................................ ?
203. ____ ? ............................................. ?
204. ___ ? ........................................... ?
205. Alara ............................ 785—760 B.C.
Kashta ......................................... 760-747 B.C.
206. Piye (Piankhy) ............................ 747-716 B.C.
207. Shabaqo ........................................ 716-792 B.C.
208. Shebitqo ....................................... 702-690 B.C.
209. Taharka ......................................... 690-664 B.C.
210. Tanwetamani ................................... 664-653 B.C.
211. Altanersa............................................ 653-643 B.C.
212. Senkamanisken ................................. 643-623 B.C.
213. Anlamani ............................................. 623-593 B.C.
214. Aspelta ................................................. 593-568 B.C.
215. Armantelqo .......................................... 568-555 B.C.
216. Malonaqen ............................................ 555-542 B.C.



217. Analmaaye ............................................ 542—538 B.C.
218. Amani-natake-lebte .............................. 538-519 B.C.
219. Karkamani ............................................ 519—510 B.C.
220. Amaniastabarqo ................................... 510—487 B.C.
221. Siaspiqa ................................................. 487—468 B.C.
222. Nasakhma .............................................. 468—463 B.C.
223. Malowiebamani ..................................... 463—435 B.C.
224. Talakhamani ........................................... 435—435 B.C.
225. Irike-Amanote .......................................... 431—405 B.C.
226. Baskakeren ............................................... 405—404 B.C.
227. Harsiyotef 404—369 B.C.
228. ?__________ 359—353 B.C.
229. Akhratan 353—340 B.C.
230. Amanibakhi 340—335 B.C.
231. Nastasen 335—315 B.C.
232. Kash ... merj Imen 315—270 B.C.
233. Arkamani-qo 270-260 B.C.
234. Amanislo 260—250 B B.C.
235. Aman ... tekha 250-235 B.C.
236. Arnekhamani 235—218 B.C.
237. Arqamani 218—200 B.C.
238. Adikhalamani 200—190 B.C.
239. ?______ 190-185 B.C.
240. ?______ 185—170 B.C.
241. Shanakdakhete 170—150 B.C.
242. ?______ 150—130 B.C.
243. Naqyrinsan 130—110 B.C.
244. Tanyidamani 110—90 B.C.
245. ?_____
246. ? Queen ? 90—50 B.C.
247. Nawidemak
248. Amanikhabale 50—40 B.C.
249. Kandace Amanirenas 40—10 B.C.
250. Amanishakheto 10—1 B.C.
251. Arikhankharer A.D. 1—20 A.D.
252. Shorkaror A.D. 20—30
253. Pisakar A.D. 30—40
254. Amanitaraqide A.D. 40—50
255. Amanitenmemide A.D. 50—62
256. Amanikhatashan A.D. 62—85
257. Teritnide A.D. 85—90
258. Teqerideamani A.D. 90—114
259. Tamelerdeamani A.D. 114—134
260. Adeqetali A.D. 134—140
261. Takideamani A.D. 140—155
262. Tarekeniwal A.D. 155—170
263. Amanikhalika A.D. 170—175
264. Aritenyesbokhe A.D. 175—190
265. Amanikhareqerem A.D. 190—200
266. Teritedakhatey A.D. 200—215
267. Aryesbokhe A.D. 215—225
268. ?_____ A.D. 225—246
269. ?_____ A.D. 246



270. Teqerideamani II A.D. 246—266
271. Maleqorobar A.D. 266—283
272. Yesbokheamani A.D. 283—300
273. ?____ A.D. 300—308
274. ?____ A.D. 300—308
275. ?____ A.D. 308—320
276. ?____ A.D. 320--?
277. King Azana — Pre--caranation name was
Abreha......................................................320 A.D. 356 A.D.
278. King Zoscales..............................................................................356 A.D.
374 A.D.
279. Defender of The Faith Emperor Kaleb (became a monk)
............................................................ 514 A.D. 542 A.D.
280. Emperor Gebre Maskal (Servant of the
Cross)...................................................................... 542. 582 A.D.
281. AETIOS Seventh
century..........................................................................................................
582 A.D. 600 A.D.
282. Sarapion
......................................................................................................................
.. .............600 A.D. 611 A.D.
283. . ...? Qalidurut
......................................................................................................................
.. ......–611 A.D.
284. Bishop PILATOS
285. King Kalydosis 697—710 Nubian King causes the longest reign of peace in
hisory.
286. Zacharias I and Silneon.
287. : AbraHam, Markos and Kyriakos 730-766: events: Nubians invade Egypt
(745). Period of prosperity in Nubia.
288. King Michael and Ioannesl (end of sth century).
289. King Chael; Eparch Kyriakos (c. 801-813). Main events:
290. Unitication (?) with Alwa
291. Epicopate IOANNES (11)
292. Episcopate MARKOS
293. King Zacharis II(?).
294. Episcopate CHAEL (I) 827-827
295. Zacharias II 856 856
296. Georgios I 856 or 920
297. Zacharias II 920-- 952
298. Georgios II 952— 1002

299. King Raphael (1002-1006),
300. King Stephanos 1027
301. Episcopate MERKURIOS 1037-1056
302. Salomon 1056—1080
303. Georgious III 1080--1089
304. Episcopate CHAEL (II) 1097--1130
305. Georgios IV 1130-1158 and Moise
306. Episcopate TAMER 1158 -- 1193 (?).
307. King Kudanbes Last Christian King 1323,
308. - 1285 Emperor Yekuno Amlak
309. - 1314 Emperor Wedem Arad (son of Yekuno Amlak)



310. - 1344 Emperor Amda Tseyon (son of Wedem Arad during whose reign, the
"Kebra Negast" is written)
311. - 1371 Emperor Newaya Krestos (son of Amda Tseyon)
312. - 1412 Emperor Dawit I (son of Newaya Krestos)
313. - 1414 Emperor Tewodros I
314. - 1430 Emperor Yesehaq
315. - 1468 Emperor Zare'a Ya'eqob (fourth son of Dawit I)
316. - 1478 Emperor Ba'eda Maryam (son of Zare'a Ya'eqob)
317. - 1508 Emperor Naod (son of Ba'eda Maryam)
318. - 1540 Emperor Lebna Dengel (son of Naod)
319. - 1559 Emperor Galawdewos (son of Lebna Dengel)
320. - 1563 Emperor Minas (son of Lebna Dengel)
321. - 1597 Emperor Sartsa Dengel (son of Minas)
322. - 1603 Emperor Yaeqob (son of Sartsa Dengel)
323. - 1604 Emperor Za Dengel (nephew of Sartsa Dengel)
324. - 1632 Emperor Susneyos (great grandson of Lebna Dengel)
325. - 1667 Emperor Fasilidas I (son of Susneyos)
326. - 1682 Emperor Yohannes I (son of Fasilidas)
327. - 1705 Emperor Iyasu I (son of Yohannes I)
328. - 1721 Emperor Takla Haymanot (son of Iyasu I)
329. - 1730 Emperor Bakaffa (son of Iyasu I)
330. - 1755 Emperor Iyasu II (son of Bakaffa)
331. - 1769 Emperor Iyaos (son of Iyasu II)
332. - 1855 "Zamana Masafent"
333. Ras Yakub (James Marshal)--------------------------------/
334. Giorgis Waran (George Warren)
335. Emma Warren
336. I Grand Royal Patriarch Dr. S.A. Jones
337. . H.I.E II Grand Royal Patriarch Leamon Tillmon
337. H.I.H. Negusa Negast Soke Prof. Alonzo M. Jones -- 1984- Until Know
GREAT HIGH COUNSEL OF THE TWO LANDS
ROYAL REGENTS
H.R.H. Dai Shihan Amir Robert D. Parham Jr. 338. H.R.H. Dai Shihan Negus Jason
Laidlaw 338.
V
COMMANDERS OF THE ROYAL ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF THE OKUDEN
H.R.M. Djan Terry L’Agloise
H.R.M. Ras Sebron Jackson
H.R.M. Djan Roderick Deleaver
H.R.M Ras Frank Shockly
H.R.M. Djan Kandace Tracy Laidlaw
H.R.M. Djan Rick Barber
H.R.M. Djan Telis Sauser
H.R.M. Ras Eliaser Lopez
H.R.M. Everald Foster
H.R.M. Ras Jairus Harvey
H.R.M. Brian Cooley
H.R.M. Michael Scott
H.R.M. David Henslee
H.R.M. Julio Garcia
H.R.M. Troy Jones Sr
H.R.M. Mark Page
H.R.M. Tony Magee



Comba-Tai
The Power of Love



Love that is not expressed in loving action does not really exist, just as talent that
does not manifest itself in creative works does not exist; neither of these is a state of
mind, or feeling, but an action, or it is a myth.

The most amazing thing about Love is that it is the best way to exhibit our power.
Love is the immortal flow of energy that nourishes, extends and preserves. Its
eternal goal is abundant life.

Hence, we must endeavor to never judge rashly; never to interpret the actions of the
weak in an ill sense, but to compassionate their infirmities, bear their burdens,
excuse their weakness, and make up for their defects--to hate their imperfections,
but love them. If you take on this burden, everything your hand touches will prosper,
for the chaos created by our dark adversary must dissipate in the presence of God's
Light.

When you find anxiety; look for His Love. When you experience stress; look for His
Love. When you are unhappy; look for His Love. When you see sickness; look for His
Love. When you've failed; look for His Love. When you’ve experienced
disappointment; look for His Love. When fear surrounds you on every side; look for
His Love. His love is our salvation, seek it and you will find it.

Replacing darkness with light is an axiom of physics in that two things of equal size
and shape can not exist in the same place. We are at a greater advantage when one
considers that light has no opposite and especially His Light; Albert Einstein said,
"Light is the only power that is constant in the universe." Thus we stand in the
blessed assurance that if you seek His Light, you will find it! The mystery is simple;
seeking is the action of doing for others because you care. Such actions will manifest
the blessing, life giving, and healing power of His Love.


